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Introduction 
Evolutionary programing vas origLnaUy devised as an a l te rna t ive  
means for addressing saze fundamental problems of a r t i f i c i a l   i n t e l l % -  
gence. I n  contrast  t o  the bionic  approach and heur i s t i c  programming, 
evolutionary programming does not attempt t o   r e p l i c a t e  human perforni- 
a c e ,  either biological or psychological.  Instead, attention is focused 
upon the   l og ic  of D a m r i n i a n  evolution as a means for generating a su i t -  
ab l e   l og ic   fo r  overcoming a %ride var ie ty  of problems, ' as witness  the 
survival  of l i v ing  organisms. The advent of high speed d i g i t a l  computers 
makes such rep l ica t ion  prac t icable .  Success  in  th i s  regard  may be ex- 
pected t o  enhance our a b i l i t y  to analyze and understand the real-world. 
Evolutionary programming was f irst  r e s t r i c t e d   t o  problems of pre- 
dict ing binary environments. Demonstration of a considerable level of 
success in   p red ic t ing   ce r t a in   d i f f i cu l t  environments, such ,as the  prime- 
ness of each successive positive integer, justified offering evolutionary 
programming as a means for  the predict ion and anapfsis of real-wurld time 
ser ies .  An unsolicited proposal by General Dynanics/Convair resul ted i n  
Contract MS 5-3907 which was conducted under the  cognizance of Dr. J. 
Lindsay and Mr. W . White of Goddard Space. F l igh t  Center/NASA. The 
assigned task included the following: 
Prepare various time series of known mathemetical properties by 
u t i l i z i n g   t h e  coxputer programs and mathematical analysis developed 
i n  the reported  previous  research. 
Offer these  t ime  ser ies   to   the  evolut ionary  predict ion program 
2 s  "environments". with the requirement that each next symbol be 
predicted  pr ior  t o  its r'observation". 
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Z ~ p l o y  various nutation  noise randon nunber sequences i n   o r d e r  
t o  furnish information from which it will be poss ib le   to   p rav ide  
e :T l i c i t   s t a tmen t s  concerning the limits of p red ic t ab i l i t y  of 
these "control ewjronments". 
Submit time se r i e s  data taken frm ac tua l  measurements, pravided 
by GSE'C, to   the   evolu t ionary   p red ic t ion  program so that a caref'ul 
report  can be made of limits of their  pred ic tab i l i ty .  
Perform addi t ional   s tudies  concerned with the preccding of such 
expir ical  datz in   o rde r   t o   f ac i l i t z t e   bpp l i ca t ion  of the evolu- 
tionary  technique. 
Employ various methods -which are  intended  to  extract   the  underlying 
"signal" frm the .available data. These ~&ll include both deter- 
minis t ic  and statistical p r q p w i e s .  
Em-gloy the services of a consul tan t   to  assist i n  making s t a t i s t i c a l  
comparisons of the results obtained with the  evolutionary  prediction 
technique to   those  obtained by convent iona l   s ta t i s t ica l  means. 
The in ten t  of this contract  was t o  develop a new technique for compu- 
t a t ion   Ih i ch  would prove su i t ab le   fo r  the analysis  and prediction of se- 
quences of measurements and fo r   t he   i den t i f i ca t ion  of l og ica l  dependencies 
IThich might otherwise have gone unnoticed.. 
During the t i n e  of t.his contract  research vas a l so  conducted by 
General DynanicsjConvair under contract t o  the Office of ITaval Resewch. 
"his report  also includes some of the r e s u l t s  of t h i s  contract  in that 
these contributed t o   t h e . c l a r i t y  and completeness of presentation. 
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Discussion 
Work under this contract began with  the  preparation of an wolu-  
t ionary program having up t o  8-symbols in   e i t he r   t he   i npu t  and output 
alphabets. This program was K i t t e n   i n   F o r t r a n  and. symbolic language 
sui table  for  operat ion on t h e  IBM-7094. Before describing this program 
i n  sane detail  it is w e l l  t o  review t h e  fundamental concepts involved. 
I n  essence the evolutionary program carr ies  aut  a fast-time simu- 
l a t i o n  of some of the  log ica l  aspec ts  of natural  evolution, at each 
poin t   re ta in ing   the  "organism" which appears most f i t  t o  cope with the 
Given task. The orgaism takes the form of a mathematic& en t i ty  which 
depicts  a par t icular  logic  for  t ransforming a sequence of input symbols 
i n t o  a sequence of output symbols. A "parent" organism i s  scored i n  
terns of its a b i l i t y   t o  accomplish the desired "decision-making" on 
the  basis of evidence a t  hand. This organism i s  mutated t o  y i e l d  an 
"offspring" which i s  then given the same task and scored i n  a similar 
manner. That organism which demonstrates  the greatest  abi l i ty  to  per-  
form the required function is  re ta ined   to   se rve  as parent of a new off-  
spring. Thus, non-reaessive evolution proceeds to find better and 
be t te r  log ica l  "programs" for  a t tacking the problem at  hand. A t  some 
point  in  real- t ime,  or  whenever a suf f ic ien t ly  good "program-machine" 
has been found, an actual  decis ion i s  made. Such an evolutionary search 
f o r  a most appropriate  logic  for  the required decision-making i s  conducted 
each time new information is received. 
To f u l f i l l  this s i d a t i o n  it i s  necessary t o  choose some mathemat- 
ical  representat ion for  the organism. For the sake of s implici ty  the 
organism was allowed t o   t a k e   t h e  form of a f i n i t e - s t a t e  machine, t h a t  
type of logical   t rensduct ion which i s  specif ied  in   terms of a. f i n i t e  
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alphabet of possible input s;r;;?'Liols, a f in i te  a lphabet  of possible out- 
?ut symbols, and sone f k i t e  nmber of coss ib le  d i f fe ren t  in te rna l  states. 
i n   o r d e r   t o   i d e n t i f y  such a machine each of these states mst be described 
i n  terms of those sp 'bo ls  which would elreree Trom the  machine when the  
Eachine is i E  t h a t   s t z t e  and receives each each of the possible input 
symbols. To i l l u s t r a t e ,  a three-s ta te  machine is  shown i n  Figure 1. 
The alphabet of i q u t  sydDo1s i s  comprised of 0 and 1 while the output 
alphsbet i s  coryrised of <,,? , and )f (as a n a t t e r  of convention, input. 
synbols a re  shown t o   t h e  l e f t  of the virgule, while output symbols are 
shown t o  the  r igh t ) .  As sham in  the  ' l s ta te -d iagrm' l ,  an input of 1 
t o   t h e  machine while it i s  in state B will cause the machine t o  output 
an  OL, and change i ts  i n t e r n a l  s t a t e  from B t o  C. On the other hand, 
the inFut symbol 0 causes an output symbol ;3' and the  machine remains ' i n  
s t a t e  B. Thus, a sequence of input symbols is transformed into a sequence 
of output symbols as shom in  Table 1, assuming tha t  t he  machine i s  i n  
s t a t e  C when the  f i rs t  input i s  received. Obviously the output sequence 
would in  general  be different  hzd the  machine been i n  another " i n i t i a l  
s ta te" .  A f fn i t e - s t a t e  machine, therefore, i s  coqle te ly  spec i f ied  by 
.the s ta te -d iagrm and an  ident i f ica t ion  of i t s  i n i t i a l   s t a t e   ( t h a t  state 
i n  which the xachine is  found Then if, receives  the first symbol of the.  
Input sequen,ce  under consideration). It is  assumed tha t  the  machine 
E C ~ S  only when cc iqy~.t qmbol i s  received and tha t  th i s  opera t ion  i s  
without error ~n.6 c l w y s  completed before the Re:* in2ut symbol i s  re -  
ceived. 
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Table 1 
Presept State C B C A A B  
Input Symbol 0 1 1 1 0 1  
lie.* S ta te  B C A A B C  
Output Symbol p d r / 3 / 3 a  
Figure 1 
A Fini te-State  Vachine 
Now suppose tha t  it i s  desired t o  _nredict each next value i n  a 
sequence of measurenents. I n  other words, a t  each goint i n  time the  
object is t o  devise an algorithm which w i l l  qerate  on the  sequence of 
s:niools thus far o’oserved in   o rder  to produce an output symbol which is 
l i k e l y  t o  agree with the next symbol t o  emerge from the  sensed environ- 
ment. To accomplish this, as  a r b i t r a r y  f i n i t e - s t a t e  machine, %, i s  
exgosed t o  the  sequence of symbols which have thus far. emerged frcm 
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from the  environment. As s h a m  in Figure 2, each output' symbol frm 
the  machine i s  cmpared with the next input syn'ool, the percent correct 
score  being a measure of the  "abi l i ty"  - of this machine to   p red ic t   t he  
already-eqerienced environment on the bas is  of each sequence of pre- 
ceding symbols, reference Table 2. 
Figure 2 
Nachine Mo 
Table 2 
-31. e sent S t  at e B A C C C C B C C B A  
Error Cost 1 1 1 1 . 1 z o 1 3 . 0  
1 Output Eymbol 1 2 1 0 . 1 1 0 0 1 1  
2 Input S p b o l  2 2 1 0 . 1 3 3 0 3 0 1  
B 
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The Erst row of this ta3 le   ind ica tes  the sequence of states of 
t he  machine as it resaonds t o  the sequence of input symbols shown i n  
the second row. State B vas a r b i t r a r i l y   a s s w e d   t o  be the i n i t i a l  
state. The most recently experienced symbol is shown t o  the immediate 
l e f t  of the  vertipal l ine,  while the s:mbol t o   t h e  immediate right of 
this l i n e  is t h e  symbol t o  be predicted. The third row .shows the. se- 
quence of symbols resu l t ing  frw the.  transduction. Note tha t  t hese  
symbols are Sham each displaced one p o s i t i o n   t o   t h e  right i n  order t o  
facil i tate comparison. m e  output symbol s h a m   t o  the right of .  t he  
v e r t i c a l   l i n e  is then this machine's prediction of the as yet  unknown 
symbol. 
The last row is generated by referencing  the goal which is expressed 
i n  terms of an error-cost  matrix, P! = For th i s  example, aij = . O  
if i = j , and .a = 1 if i # j . The "cost". of each trmsfiuction is found 
from the error-cost  matrix; i referencing the machine output, and j refer- 
encing the next symbol of the input sequence. A measure, Pi, of the 
abil i ty of the machine t o   p r e d i c t  each next symbol i s  calculated by sunrming 
the  cost  of the error and dividing this  s m  by the  number of terms. Thus, 
the average cost of the  e r rors  of machine M is found t o  be 
5 .  
id 
0 
h "offsnring'' of this nachine I s  then prodwed through mutation, 
t h a t  is, through a single modification of the "perent" Kachine i n  accord- 
ance with sone mtaZLon r.oLse dist r ibut ion.  The  rnode of mutation i s  deter-  
mined by t h e  in t e rva l  trithin which 8 nuiler  selected f r a  a randm number 
t ab le  lies. %e i r r temals  a rc  cllosen i n  zccorCz?ce zrith a probabi l i ty  
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dis t r ibu t ion  ova. the permitted modes O f  mutation. .Additional numbers 
are   then  selected in order t o  determine  the  specific  details  of t h e  
nutation. Thus the offspring is made t o   d i f f e r  from i t s . ' pa ren t  e i the r  
by an output symbol, a s ta te- t ransi t ion,  the number of s ta tes ,  or t h e  
initial s ta te .  In  the case of a 2-symbol environment,. a deterministic 
procedure can he used to  r ep lace  this type of mutation. As each symbol 
from the environment is predicted on the basis  of the  preceding symbols, 
score is maintained of the  re la t ive  f requency of success of .each state- 
t rans i t ion .  A predict ive-f i t  scare  of greater  than 0.5 can then be 
ensured by the reversa l  of output s:mbols on those s ta te- t ransi t ions 
which were "more often wrong than right".  For example, the  offspring 
of Elo, I\$, might appear as sham in Figure 3 where the two dif fe r ing  
output symbols were s e t   d e t e d n i s t i c a l l y .  
Table 3 indicates the evaluztion of the Grediction capability of 
this nachine Over the  same sequence of experience (tbas being termed 
the "recal l") .  
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Table 3 
Present   State  B A C C C C B C C ' B A  
2 (htput Symbol 1 2 1 3 1 3 0 3 3 1  
2 Input Symbol 2 2 1 0 1 3 3 0 . 3 0 1  
B 
Error cost  1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0  
The resulting average cost of the errors,  P i s  found t o  be 0.6. 
This offspring, therefore, demonstrates a superior i ty  over its parent 
with respect t o   t h e  given task, hence the original. parent, Mo, is a s -  
carded and the offspring, %, i s  r e t a i n e d  t o  s"e as .a parent. If 
machine 1~5 had a predictive-error i n  excess of 0.8, it would have been 
discarded and the  next  evaluated  offspring would be generated by mutating 
1' 
machine Mo. 
At any p o i n t   i n  t ine the  remaining machine can be used for  ac tua l  
prediction. As seen i n  Table 2, the machine No had predicted that t h e  
next symbol t o  emerge from t h e  environment would be a 1. This was in- 
correct. Table 3 indica tes  tha t  the  machine 1% correct ly  predicted the 
next symbol t o  energe from the  environment. The risk associated with 
each prediction is  rou.@-ly r e l a t ed   t o   t he  average of the   e r rors   in   "pre-  
dict ing" the past .  
Machine 1.5 is  now used t o  pzrer;t succeeding offspring which are 
evaluated Over t h e  same r eca l l .  . Thus the  evolu.tion continues i n  fast- 
f i n e  in preparaLio11 f o r  an actual prediction. Such prediction may take 
place periodically,  aseriodically,  or uson request. It may be made  when- 
ever the average score 2.n "predicting" the pzst has fallen below some 
soecified vake, when sme prechosen number of offspring have been 
evaluated, or when a11 zppropriate r ~ m b e r  of generations have occurred. 
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O f  course, i n  general, the longer the time interval before each predic- 
t i o n ,  t h e  g r e a t e r  t h e  q e c t a t i o n  or  success. Shmilarly, the  grea te r  
the speed of the computer f ac i l i t y   ( i nc rease   i n   t he  number of evaluated 
offspr ing)  or  the larger  the avai lzble  memory (increase of the i r   per -  
missible s ize)   the   g rea te r  the evolutionary prediction capability. 
m e  process continues in this same manner. After each actual pre- 
dict ion  the  renaining machine serves t o  generate successive offspring. 
I n  essence, the evolutionary program provides two processes: there i s  
the  i terative  mutation and select ion of machine.. .a continual  search 
for   that   decis ion-logic  which would have been "best" had it been used 
i n   t h e  past, and there  i s  the read-out procedure which ca r r i e s   t he   r e -  
maining machine one s t ep   i n to   t he   fu tu re   t o   y i e ld  an actual   predict ion 
whenever such a prediction is required. If it should happen t h a t  some 
of the  data front the  environment are found t o  have been i n  error, it is 
on ly  necessary t o  make the  appropriate changes t o   c o r r e c t   t h e   - r e c a l l .  
The goal, as referenced above, was expressed i n  terms of a par t icu lar  
set of costs associated with each of the possible correct and incorrect 
predictions of the next symbol t o  emerge from the environment. Note t h a t  
the goal  i s  not r e s t r i c t e d  t o  t h i s  set. For examsle, if the goal  is t o  
minixize the magnitude of the error  of the predict ion of each next symbol, 
t he  elements of the error-cost  matrix would take the values a = ( i  - j ). 
If it i s  desired to mininize the mem- squared error of such prediction 
the elements would becme ais = ( i  - j ) . Of, if  ''a miss i s  as good as  
a mile", "ne error matrix should have equal non-zero off-diagonal terns 
and zero on the diagonal. In :?a&, i f  there i s  sme greater worth asso- 
cLated 15th correctly predictiq; a cer tz tn  sydbol, this can be re f lec ted  
i j  
2 
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in the cost  matrix expression of t he  goal. For exanrple, the goal 
expressed in   Table  4 indicates  that it is nost igportant to properly 
pred ic t   the  symbol 0, less i q o r t a n t   t o   c o r r e c t l y   p r e d i c t   t h e  symbol 1, 
and least  important  to  correct ly  predict  the symbol 2. A t  the  same 
time, this goal  expresses  the fact  that it is more d e s i r a b l e   t o  err 
by predicting a 1 when the  actual '  symbol i s  a 0 as opposed t o  predic- 
t i n g  a 0 when the   ac tua l  symbol i s  a 1. !"he r e l a t ive  wurth of. each 
possible outcome is  eqressed  in  such 'a  s ta tement  .of goal. And there 
is no additional cost  in using such a complex goal. As each output 
symbol of t he  machine under evaluation is compared t o  the next symbol 
which actually energed from the environment, .reference is made t o   t h e  
given goal matrix. The sum of the associated costs provides the desired 
measure of the  worth of the par t icular  machine in  terms of its a b i l i t y  
t o  predict  the  sequence of symbols which have already. been experienced. 
I n   g e n e r a ,  then, the sequence of machines which  trill evolve w i l l  be a 
f h c t i o n  of the goal. Further, there  is no need t o   r e s t r i c t   t h e  evolu- 
t i o n   t o  a single invariant goal. If the goal is changed as  real- t ime 
experience proceeds, the sequence of retained machines will gradually 
r e f l e c t  t h e  change of goal. O f  course, all t h a t h a s  been said concerning 
goals expressed in the form of penalty matrices applies equal ly   wen if 
the  goal  is expressed i n  the form of pay-off matrices. 
Table 4 
h-edicted 
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The evolutionary techniqce offers even greater v e r s a t i l i t y .  For 
esample, the desire t o  predict each second synbol i n  the future can be 
satisfied simply by scoring each offsiring . i n  terns of the &respond- 
ence between its outcut s-ymbols and those symbols which emerge from 
t h e  environment two smbols later. By the same token, ,appropriate 
scoring of the offspring  permits  the  prediction  of any par t i cu la r  
future symbol, the average of some set of future symbols, or  inaeed, 
any vell-defined  function mer the future. 
Note that the evolutionary program as described ab&e is , su i tab le  
for   the   p red ic t ion  of nu l t i va r i a t e  environments. . me symbols of t h e  
sensed parameters of the environment may be combined i n t o  a new alpha- 
bet of sym3ols which describes the envi roment   in  an unambiguous m a n n e r .  
The resulting predict ions  are  made i n  the sme alphabet so that  they may 
be in t e rp re t ed   i n  terms of separate predictions fo r  each of the param- 
eters .  O f  course, t’ne  number of symbols i n  such a languages rises 
rapidly as a function of the  number of variables.  However, i n  p r i n -  
c iple ,  there  i s  no r e s t r i c t ion .  
But the purpose of evolutionary programing need not be r e s t r i c t e d  
t o  prediction i n  m y  sense. For exanFle, problems of in te rd ic t ion  nay 
be addressed by cmpzl-ing the  input variable derived from the  environ- 
ment r r i t h  another parameter of the environment which exis ts  concurrent ly  
but can only be n:easurec: in  re t rosgect .  Here i s  the  case of diagnosis. 
A r.wber of p z m e t e r s  of .;;he systel.: mder consideration are neasuwed. 
T k  iEtent i s  t o  detemAne sm,e other pwzi~etcr  vhich is not open t o  
ix:ediate measurement. 
Note t h a t  in the case of interdict ion  *he-   inyL and out-gut 1 ~ -  
guages of t he  evolving machines mL&t be d i f fe ren t .  The in2ut symbols 
nay be individually associ-ate6 r e th  a set of possible stimuli; the out- 
put symbols with a set of alternative responses, and the  goal is t o  
optimize the performance with respect to sone veil-defined evaluation 
of the response. A dis t inc t ion  need 'no longer be made between predic- 
t i o n  and +he t rans la t ion  of the prediction ink0 a response. The evolu- 
t ionary  program recommends each a c t i o n   i n   t h e  light of its expecied 
mer-all worth with res_oecf t o   t h e  given goal. 
I n  greatest generality, a goal is  corrpletely specified only if it 
includes a statement of the  relative inportance t o   t h e  decision-maker 
of each point  in  future  t ime and there  i s  a complete penalty or payoff 
matrix expressed for each point in the future. To this point, it has 
been t a c i t l y  assumed tha t   t he  importance f'unction of the goal-seeking 
en t i ty  has  been r e s t r i c t e d  t o  a s ing le  poin t  in  i t s  future time. That 
is t o  say, if the  concern is  to  p red ic t  t he  nex t  symbol no importance 
is  associated with the second symbol in to  the  fu ture ,  o r  for  tha t  matter 
w'th any other symbols far ther  into the future .  In  pr inciple ,  it i s  
poss ib le   to   accept  n nore cowlex importance weighted expression af 
goal i n   t h a t  each offspring can be continued t o  y i e ld  its predict ion 
mer the  indef in i te  fu ture .  Each of these can be t r a n s l a t e d  i n t o  t h e i r  
r e l a t i v e  worth. Once the actual  enviroment  becomes known, the  evaluat ion 
of t he   l og ic  i s  then found by cm3ining  these  metrics by means of r e l a t i v e  
imgortance weighting. Bote the ixportance of having available actual 
information concerning the env-2ronnen-k.  The predict ion of sequences of 
symbols becones of i n t e re s t  i n  situations wherein neasurements of t h e  
environment can only be r s d e  a t  cer ta in  t hes .  I n  i t s  nost general  form 
goal i n  a manner consistent with the all.ovable- costs. Each offspring 
is evaluated i n  terns of its mrn t o t a l   v o r t h  as an organisz.. .the value 
of i t s  sequence  of ac t ions   in   the  of previous  circumstances is 
degraded by the  cost  of i ts very existence. 
Efficiency of the simulated evolution can be inrpruved i n  a number 
of ways. For example, any available information concerning the under- 
lying  logic  of the environment' can be used e f fec t ive ly  by t rans la t ing  
this logic   in to   the  form of a f i n i t e - s t a t e  machine which would e q r e s s  
a proper logic for the desired decision-making under such environment. 
This machine miy then  serve  as  the  in i t ia l  machine. If this "hint" i s  
reasonably correct, the evolution m a y  require fewer generations t o  
a t t a i n  t h e  sane score. If it is  incorrect,  this introduction of "false" 
information i n  no way precludes solution of t he  problem, although it 
may be' expected t o  reduce  the  efficiency of the  procedure. 
By the  same token, the evolutionary technique permits the exami- 
.nation of " ten ta t ive  resu l t s"  a t  any point during the process. If a 
suf f ic ien t ly  worthwhile design has not yet evolved, the ekolution may 
be reinst i tuted  using as t h e   i n i t i a l  machine the  previuusly  resul t ing 
machine. I n   t h i s  manner the Grocedure may be extended u n t i l  some suit- 
a b l e   g o a l - e e c t e d  complexity-costed "organism" has evolved or the  avai l -  
able '&penditure has been exhausted. 
The 'maxim of parsimony may be  direct;ly  incorporated i n t o  the  evolu- 
tionary  procedure by increasing  the  penalty of each machine by a measure 
of its complexity. The amount of this pendty  nay  be influenced by the  
>articular character is t ics  of t he   co I ;~u te r   f ac i l i t y  upon t a c h   t h e  sFmu- 
l a t i on  i s  t o  be ca-r ied u~t. For exaTle ,  the  pena l ty  for  gmplexi ty  
ai0-t take the fo-rn of a constant times the nw.3er of s t a t e s   i n   t h e  
machine c,,der evaluation. If the available memory i s  severely restr ic ted,  
it might be des i rab le   to  use a constant multiplied by the sqvare of the 
Ember of s t a t e s  or same o ther  su i tab le  eqress im.  In  any case, the  
procedure should r e s t r i c t   t he   o f f sp r ing  from growing to s i z e  beyond 
the  ava i lab le  menory of a c q u t e r .  I n  g e n e r a l ,  the cost for complex- 
i t y  may take any fomi so long as i t s  value may be  direct ly  computed 
fi& the  specification of t he  machine. 
If the  environment is pr imar i ly   s ta tLs t ica l   in   na ture ,  it is 
reasonable t o  suspect that a smaller machine will provide a su i tab le  
representation for the decision logic.  Such a machine may characterize 
conditional. dependencies and because of i t s  s m a l l  s ize  have considerable 
s t a t i s t i ca l  va l id i ty  a s soc ia t ed  with each transit ion.  On the &her hand, 
such a small machine might present an over simplified. "view" of a complex 
deterministic environment. It becomes evident that the penal ty  for com- 
plexity  pruvides . a  parameter which can be  adjusted over a scale  ranging 
from a purel;r s t a t i s t i c a l  view t o  a purely  deterministic view o f  t he  
environment. The investigator can have the  se lec t ion  of this parameter 
at h i s  bisposal .  However, i f  his decision .is made on insuf f ic ien t  grounds, 
he m y  have ixqosed an unnecessary  restriction on the evolutionary capa- 
b i l i t y .  If is, of course, possible to.provide a procedure which'.will 
continually ootimize the cost for complexity as the  program is exercised 
on the  environment. For example, this procedure night include the com- 
parative  evaluatioa of a pair  of nachines prior to   the   genera t ion  of each 
offssrini;. %e "functionel-fit: '  (average  cost of the  e r ror )  ind ica tes  
wkLch of t k s e  mchines i s  noat suitable.  ReTerence t o  i t s  penal ty  for  
complexity as  com-prcd with t h c t  of the other pachine furnishes a bas is  
.- , I  
f o r  its &.table modification. Thus, as the evolutionary program pro- 
ceeds, it should continually revise i ts  I t o p i n i o n "  as t o   t h e   n a t u r e  of 
the environment; this ranging . i x e r  a sca le  from p u r e l y   s t a t i s t i c a l   t o  
purely  deterministic. 
"us, a t  each point in tine, the evolutionary technique pravides a 
nonregressive search through a domain of f i n i t e - s t a t e  machines under 
the   cons t ra in ts   iqosed  by the available computation capability for 
that  machine which i s  most l i k e l y   t o  achieve the given'goal. This 
search nay be vieved as a selective random T&, a "hill climbing" 
proceaure, i n  a hyperspace defined t o  include the f i n i t e - s t a t e  machines 
and an additional coordinate on which i s  measured the average cost of 
the error .score. The danger of becoming trapped on a secondary peak 
can be overcome by permitting  multiple  mtation, x i t h  the   mul t ip l ic i ty  
being a function of the  difference in  the average error  score of suc- 
cessive 'generations. Thus, a s  the seach  nea r s  a peak seater 'and 
greater  "attention" may be devoted t o  generating more radical   offspr ing 
in the hose of striking a point which may l i e  hi&- on the.  slope of 
. slother peak. 
I n  general, a suitable choice of the  miat i 'on  noise  can increase 
the efficiency of evolution. For example, a n .  increase  in  the  probabi l i ty  
of adding a s ta te   generates  a wider select ion of l a rge r  .machines w h i c h  
should benefit evolution against a c&plex environment. I n  fact, t he  
probs5i l i ty   dis t r ibut ion over the modes of mutation can be.made t o  
depnd upon the evidence acquired within the  evolutionary  process.  itself. 
Thus, an e-erienced greater  re la tLve freqxncy of success for, say, 
changing t h e   i n i t i a l  sta'ce night be made to   increase   the   >robabi l i ty  of 
this node of mutation. 
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Evolutionary programming can be used even i n  the  face of non- 
stat ionary environments  because it provides an i t e r a t i v e  . .  search  for 
a "best" logic. E!ut select ion of only the. single 'best log ic  may be 
an overly-severe policy. Certainly all those offspring which demon- 
s t r a t e  a S-igniTicant "decision" capabili ty in their  evaluation over 
the recalJ '   characterize  the environment i n  some nieaningFul manner. 
Why not mimic natural   evolution and save  the best machines at each 
point  in  time? I n  general, the ."best" offspring is most lfkely t o  
. .  
give   r i se  to a superior offspring, thus it should receive most atten- 
t ion in  terms of mtative reproduction. Lower-ranlced offspring may be 
regarded as insurance against gross nonstationarity of the  environment;. 
The d is t r ibu t ion  of mutative  effort may well  be  in  proportion  to  the 
nomalized evaluation scores. Evaluated offspring are inserted into 
the rank order  table of retained  offspring and a Beneat ion  is said ' 
t o  occur whenever an o f f s p e g  is found 17hich has a score  equal t o  'or 
greater than the score of the   bes t  machine. A l l  of the .retained machines 
need not l i e  on the  slopes of t h e  peak. which, i s  ident i f ied by . the best . 
machine. Thus, saving the best few offspring may mahta in  a "cognizance" 
over several  peaks, with the relat ive search effor t  being dis t r ibuted 
in   p ropor t i a   t o   t he   expec ta t ion  of s ignif icant  new discoveries. 
The recombination of individuals of opposite sex appears t o   b e n e f i t  
natural evolution. By analogy, why not  re ta in  worthwhile ''traits".which 
have  survived  separate,  evaluation by combining the  best su rv ivbg  machines 
through sane genetic rule; mutaking the product t o  y i e l d  offspring? 
Bote tha t   there  i s  no need t o   r e s t r i c t  this mating t o  the best  two 
surviving "individuals" . I n  f a c t  t h e  moat obvious genetic rule, major- 
i t y  logic, only becones meanin- with t h e  combination of more than 
two machines 
.... 
Yne majority logic of an array of f i n i t e - s t a t e  machines. Each state of 
the majority logic machine i s  :he cm2os i te  of a ’s ta te  frm each of the 
or ig ina l  machines. Thus the majority nachine nay !lave a number of stakes 
as p e a t   a s  the product of the number of states ir. the or ig ina l  machines. 
Each t r ans i t i on  of the  major i ty  rrachine i s  described by that input symbol 
which caused the respec t ive   t rans i t ion  i n  the or ig ina l  machines, and by 
that output symbol Irhich r e s u l t s  fron the  major i ty  element log ic  being 
appl ied  to  the out-out symbols from each of the or ig ina l  machines. To 
i l lustrate ,   Figure ’ 4 indicates  three o r ig ina l  machines and their  individ- 
ual probabi l i t i es  of success, pi.  The i n i t i a l  s t a t e  of each machine i s  
indicated by a short  arrow po in t ing  to  tha t  s t a t e .  The output of khese 
machines i s  to be combined through a majori ty   logic  element which veights 
the imgortance of each outaut by the demonstrated grobability of success 
of that machine. The resul t ing majori ty  machine i s  sham i n  Figure 5. 
So long as there are only two or iginal   rachines   the weighted majority 
logic  machine reduces t o  the b e t t e r  of these two machines. A more in te r -  
es t i rg  s i -ha t ion  occurs  when there are three  or ig ina l  machines, these being 
rm?’;-ordered so t h a t  pl 1 p2 2 p3. I n  the 2-symbol case, i n  v iew of t h e  
above described deterministic output synbol reversing technique, these 
scores cvlnot be less than 0.5; therefore,  it v i l l  a l w a y s  be t%e that 
p1 6 p2 ’+ .p3. Because of this inequal i ty  the weighted majority machine 
reduces t o   t h e  simple unweighted majority machine. 
The score f o r  the majority machine, p , can be expressed as the  sum 
of the ways i n  which success can be -attained, that is, 
Figure .4 Individual machines t o  be, combined 
Figure 5 The resulting majority logic machino 
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where % i s  the probabi l i ty  of fa i lure ,  so tha t  pi + qi = 1. This 
e:qression can be s i q l i f i e d   t o  
P1.I = P2 P3 (1 - all + .P1 (P2 + P3> 
Now the  majori ty  machine is o a v  of vplue if  %,I.,s pl* "hat is i f  
%I - p1- 0. 'Substi tuting yields the inequality 
Pg P3 (1 - ?PI) + P1 (P, -+ P3) - P I  2 0 
This  relationship car? be expressed in   graphical  form for   specif ic   values  
of pl and solved for max- value 02 >,.. Fibme 6 show the regions i n  
1. 
which pairs Of values of p2 and p y ie ld  a pI;I 2 p1 for   these  values  of 3 
pl. Table 5 indicate.s the corresponding values fo r  t h e  maximum %*. 
Teble 5 
The bIaxiTaur;l q: Related  to   Specif ic  p1 
0.6 0.648 
0.99 0 9997 
This same grocedure can be used for the evaluation of the  benefi t  
.to be achieved through a rmjority loGic elenen-t over any number of orig- 
in& nachines; however, the required calculations rapidly becme -cumber- 
som. Further, for la-ge nulbers of o r i g i m l  n!achines it becomes worth- 
r.ri?lle t o  ?::mine t h e  behavior of the weighteed majority  logic machines 
as opposed t o  the s ing le  x i jo r i ty  log ic  machine. Clear ly ,  this  opens 
the  doar t o  n a y  new 2oss ib i l i t i e s .  . For exazple, it night prove fruit- 
ful t o  ex-plore tine cmbining of the  best  machines of several  dh""ferent 
21 
P, = .8 
P = *99 
Figure 6 .  Majority Logic Improvement Domains 
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generEtions i n   t h e  hose of f indinz a Llcdel of the models which had 
t h i s  far prover- t o  be “most successful”. 
Thus  fa^ i: h2s beer, t sc i tkJ r   assmed  tka t  each offspring is t o  be 
evaluzted over t he  en t i r e  .meilcb’ole eqer ience .  Obviously, t h i s  is not 
alirays t‘ne best policy. For exm2le, if the environment changes i t s  
s t a t i s t i c a l   p r o p e r t i e s  it may be  bet ter  t o  r e s t r i c t   t h e   r e c a l l   t o  some 
past sequence of spfools in order t o  enhaoce the probabi l i ty  of finding 
a most sui table  decis ion logic  fol- the present.  In the face of complete 
ignorance concerning the Loeical construction of t he  environment, t he  
choice of a par t i cu la r  len&h of r e c a l l  ni@rt prove t o  be disastrous. 
It is, however, poss ib l e   t o   u se  a procedure similar t o   t h a t  which was 
suggested above for Cetemining successively more appropriate values 
for  penal t ies  for coq lex i ty .  A t -  each p o i n t  i n  time, two or more 
machines are evolved mer different  recal l .  lengths  m d  their  individ-  
ual worth i s  compared r e s u l t i n g   i n  a means f o r  determining the next 
lengkhs of r e c a l l  t o  he considered. So long as ?ossible, the corpplete 
e:zerience should ’3c re tained so that  the recal l  length nay be allowed 
t o  gar if  t h i s  a?pea-s So be desire5le. The r ; roblm becomes increas- 
ingly cXfi”iculk v i C h  .:;he rec’xictior! of tke  available memory t o   t h e  
point vnezre the or ly  z l te rna t ive  i s  “ s l ide“ ;  t ha t  is, keeping .the 
r e c a l l  len!$h fixed. 
All of these procedures viiich’ a re  intsnded. t o  increase  the effi-  
ciency of evolution offer a &znger i f  the environment is interact ive.  
An in t e l l i gen t  aclversary might discover the specific procedure and use 
t h i s  lrnmledge to c o n s t q c t -  an obverse strztegy. 
Signif icant  diff icEl tLes are encoun-lered.in attempts t o  express 
the   p r inc ip les  of evo.lutionary arog-aming i n  terms of conventional 
mathematics. The succession of f i n i t e - s t a t e  machines vhich 'a re  con- 
siderei! i s  dependent upon the   s ta t i s t ica l   Frocess  of .mutation  and upon 
the enviroment. Thus, any fomal  representa t ion  of the process would 
have t o  be r e s t r i c t e d   t o  a spec ia l  c lass  of environments. Wrt the very 
point of evolutionary programming is i ts  ve r sa t i l i t y .  Here is  a pro- 
cedure which includes a random process  in  order  to  generate a never- 
ending squence of alternative hypotheses concaring suitable logic 
and decision-naking. However, iniormation frm thi-s s m o e  5s selected 
i n  the light of the given goal and %he experienced envirornnerrb. 
Classical  techniqges f o r  decision-&Ling are  Sased on the  pre-  
sumption that the  environment i s  independent of the decision-maker 
and t h a t   t h e  environment is stationary or can be viewed as s ta t ionary 
through a simple transformation. Neither of these classical assumptions 
is  required for &olutionary programming. Its worth i s  achieved through 
the  inheri tance of log ica l   p roper t ies  end through the extensive search 
made possible  by  the advent of high speed d i g i t a l  computers. 
v 
The narrztive  description of the  logical   f low of an &symbol evolu- 
t ionary program can better 5e followed by re fer r ing   to   F igures  7, 8, and 
9. In order 'to properly iilentify each conputer run the input  data is 
first read-in and printed-out. The i n i t i a l  trial machine i s  then'exer- 
cised Over the   r eca l l   i n   o rde r  that the e-qerience gained can be u t i -  
lized in 6etermirXsticall.y se5ting the output for each state-irrput pair 
so tha t  a ~Lnimum mac'nine score over the recall  is attained. This is 
done bg determining t ha t  output OF those required f o r  each state-input 
pa i r  viiich resul ts   in   the  smdlest   error   sub-score.  for each transition. 
Error t e r m  are detemined by re ference  to  the  goal matrix. The output 
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f o r  8 state-inFlzt p i r  1135 exercised over the recall  i s  s e t   t o   t h a t  
s p b o l  which has so  fa- Seer, ex.erienced most frequently. Next, t he  
e r ror   score   for   the  t r i a l  nschine i s  computed over t h e   r e c a l l  by ref- 
erence t o  the goal matrix. “he penal ty  factor  ( i f  it is t o   b e  con- 
sidered) is  now added t o  She e r ror  score. 
Rext a test  i s  rrade t o  determine whether or not the specified 
number of machines hzve been reimlnbzred. If not, the trial machine 
i s  s to red   i n   t he  conputer msmory. 
A p robabi l i ty   d i s t r ibu t ion  by mezns of range intervals  for  selec-  
t i o n  of the next machine t o  be nnrtatecl i s  then c q u t e d   i n   t h e  following 
manner: the reciDrocdls of the error scores are sunned. (The er ror  score 
i s  understood t o  be the  sm of the error sub-scores for- each state-input 
pa i r  p lus  the  penzlty fector,  if ap21Tcable. ) Each reciprocal  is 
divided by t h l s  sum i n  order t o  o 5 t a i n  n m a l i z e d  s c o r e s .  Range in- 
t e rva l s  are calculzted as the cumulative sum of the  normalized scores. 
The range interval  associcted v5-ih each stored rnachilze i s  inversely 
proportional t o  i t s  error score. 
The machine t o  be x i t a t &  i s  detemLne by a random number R (where 
0 5 F. -= 1) f z l l i n g  x i th in   t he  range intervzl   associated  with a stored 
rlachine. The selected machice i s  noved t o   t h e  trial area. 
SelectLon oi’ 2 mutetion t p e  i s  determined by a random number 
fa l l ing   wi th in  ‘a mutatlo2  tyle  distribution ixterval which v a s  r e a d   i n  
as inp& data. Af’ter t h e   t r i a l  cac:line i s  mtated a tes t  is made t o  
deternine whether or cot an  aciditional nutation i s  t o  occm. If so, 
m t a t i o n  tme selectioll  znd r u t a t i o n   o c w s  as described. If on the  
otlner hand, no flLct-”,le? ;::::.te’ulon i s  recp.:re&, a trmsfer i s  made t o  t h a t  
pwt ion  of the  ,rogrzr? vilerein the outpit s3Tbol Zor each stzte-input 
p a i r  i s  set de teminis t ica l ly .  
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f . t tention i s  r e t ? x n e d   t o  tile tes: T d i t C h  detcmines whether or 
no< the specified nu?ber o r  nechines hes 3een s5ored. Assuning the  
r e q i r e d  n~u::3er of nackines has been reneclbered, a coxparison i s  
m d e  of the  t r i d  score m d  the lzreest score of t he  remenbered 
xachlne scores. if ';he trid score i s  l e s s  than or equal t o  t he  
largest  score of t he  s-lore-ed clechines, that nachine i s  replaced by 
the  t r ia lmach2ne.  
A =her c&pr i son  i s  then made of the score of t'ne t r i a l  
machine a d  the snal les t  score of t h e  remenbered machines. If the  
trial score i s  l e s s  t hzn  or equal to  the  smal les t  score ,  a generation 
i s  s a i d  t o  have occurred. A cmcarison of the  number  of generations 
occurr ing  s ince  the  las t   Fredict ion i s  made ~ . r i t l i  the  max imum number 
of generations perni t ted 2er prediction (a  nunber read in  as  input  
data).  If the  ma>; im"  pwmit-ked nJmber of  gecerations per predic-, 
t ion  has  been at ta ined a ?rediction i s  required. 
The l z s t  .I:nor.m sy131ol of t h e   r e c e l l  tozet'ner with the   f i na l   i n -  
ternal s::~t,? of she triel rxchine h w i n z  t ? c  ?.n:;:~st E S Y O ~  score, a 
s~;a"s-lr.~~.~.t LE*, i s  L I G ~  2.5 iz2ut ir. stimulating the  machine for  an 
ac511cl px$ ic t lon  of :;he next syzbol. 
1:. cozpxf.s3r of -2~: ;xe?.j.cteC s;~:bol v!.'A the next symbol t o  
:.r;rerEe fro:; the  ez-kr3xxxezt 2s  well as other :3eAi.ner.t inrormetion 
i s  then mit ten as  output .  
F - 2  ne:.:.:; t e s t  de';ex::Lnns ~ k e t h c r  or 5 0 2  k k a  2rocessiEg i s  t o  
col?",xue. If not, the g r o y m  ten?iliF.'.;es. Em.:e-ia:-, i f  fur ther  pre- 
Ciction is r e + . r d ,  -3 tes t  5.s xade to deter?ine whether gm~,+~h or 
s l i d e  i o  desirez. Gro:fi;h E c t e t e s  a2ding the l a k s t  s;mbol t o  c:.ler=;e 
frm: the en;riroIunel>t to the  r e c a l l  1,5511 ccrresgonding ad:ustmcnt of 
the  error   scores  of each rezerijered nanhine to   i nc lude  the er ror  term 
vould a g e a r   t h a t   t h i s  last i-ncrecse i n  t h e  noisz  level  (from 39.67$ 
in ExTerLzent 4 t o  b3.8:; i n  E::Qer%ent 5 )  r e s d t e g  in s:sificantly 
degraded p e d i c t i o n  of t he  environment. 
Figure I 2  indicz<es,  t'ne d e g e e  of correspondence betveen the se- 
quence of predictions and the  s i & m a l  ir, these eqeriments .  Note t h a t  
after the  first 76 predict ions  the  s ignal  112s predic ted   in  Experiment 
5 as well  as it vas i n  Experinen'c & i n   s p i t e  of t he   f ac t   t ha t  a larger 
percentage of the signal-symbols had been distmbed. This may be due 
t o  t h e   f e c t   t h a t   i n  -the last  experiment the  symbols remained closer 
t o  the origin& signal. Such I'consirieration" f o r  t h e  rnagnttude of 
deviations i s  a r e s u l t  of using a distance-weighted error matrix, i n  
t h i s  case the vei&ting being the  magnitude of the symbol difference. 
I n  essence t h i s  choice converts the nominal scale  of symbols t o  an 
ordinal scale. 
It is  of in t e re s t  t o  examine each of the predictor-machines as 
r epesen ta t ions  of the per iodic  propert ies  of the  environment. The 
cha-acter is t ic  cycle  for any f i n i t e - s t a t e  r:achine i s  found by s t a r t i ng  
it i n  i t s  i n i t i a l  state togeCher v i t h   t h e   f i r s t  s p b o l  of t h e   r e c a l l  
then driving it by each of i t s  successive out>ut symbols until the  
o u t g t  sequence is  periodic. A l l  oi" the  chzrac te r i s t ic  cyc les  in  
Experiment 2 were eight symbols i n  length. The first 73 corresponded 
y r f e c t l y  with the pa-ltern o f  the   s igna l  br;t th i s   " ins ight"  was los t  
k the laker predictions which were i n  e r ror  by oce or  two synbols. 
After the  14t" ?redict ion the chwzcter is t ic  cycle  rer la ined 13576430. 
3-e higher r.oise level. of the third exTerinent resulted i n  char- 
ac te r i s t ic  cyc les  of v a r y k g  l e n & h  u n 3 l  t h e  26 predicticn.  Pron t h  
then on until the  gredict ion  the  character is t ic   ycle   remined 
" 
maximum number of permitted rautations has been attained. If SO, a 
t r ans fe r  i s  e f f ec t ed   t o  (I-, othen.rise, a t r m s f e r  is effected to/  . 
Consider again t he  test for  the  cmqxcrison of the  number of 
generat ions  s ince  the last prediction  with  the mimum number of 
generations permitted per prediction. Assuming the  n- has not 
been attained a t r ans fe r  is  e f f e c t e d   t o  a t e s t  of the number of muta- 
t ions  per   predict ion  a t ta ined and the  logic  proceeds as before. 
.- Unless otherwise indicated all of the following experiments 
s tar ted with the same arb i t ra ry   f ive-s ta te  machine, see Figure 10. 
The r e c a l l  was  permi t ted   to  grow with experience stai-ting with k0 
symbols before the first prediction. ?"ne pena l ty  fo r  coq lex i ty  was 
chosen t o  be 0.01 times the number of s t a t e s  i n  t'na'i. machine. Single, 
double, or t r iple  mutat ion of each parent-machine occurred with e q u d  
probabi l i ty  and a maximum of 40 offspring or ten generations were per- 
mitted before each successive actual prediction, 
The first s e t  of 8-symbol experiments concerned the prediction of 
an environment composed of a cycl ic  signal created by r epe t i t i on  of the  
simple pattern 13576420 which sms disturbed by increasing  levels  of 
noise. Vith the environment consisting only of the undisturbed signal 
(Experiment 1) the evolutionary technique discovered a perfect one-state 
predictor-machine within the first eighteen evaluated offspring. The 
environment for Experiment 2 was  generated by corrupting t h i s  s igna l  
by the equally-likely addtion of +1 or -1 t o   c e r t a i n  symbols, %hese 
being  ident i f ied by skipping a number of symbols from the  last dis- 
turbed sTJmbol i n  accordance  with  the  next  digit drawn from a uniformly 
d is t r ibu ted  random  number table. Quite arbitrarily, add i t ion  to  t'ne 
symbol 7 and subtraction from the  symbol O.were assumed t o  
symbols undisturbed. Thus, 82.5$ of the  symbols were l e f t  
leave  these 
undisturbed. 
The Arbitram. Initial 8-Symbol Machine 
Figure 10 
A s  sholm i n  r’igure 11, 59.35 of t i e  fcrs t  &1 pedicti ions vere correct, 
there being o n l ~  6 e r r o r s  i n  the l a s t  30 predictions. During the  evolu- 
t i o n  3,241 different   offspr ing were evaluated, the predictor-machines 
growing i n   s i z e   t o  eight s ta tes .  
The environment of Ekperiment 3 ,  tras obtained by dis turbing  the 
envixonment used i n  Ekperiment 2 once again i n   t h e  same manner. Thus, 
28.s of t h e  symbols were disturbed by - +1, 1.5$ were disturbed by 22; 
leaving 69.G undisturbed. As sham in Figure 11, 39.5% of t h e  first 
81 predictions were correct,  there being a general increase i n  scme 
i n   t h e  last 20 predictions.  During the evolution 3,236 d i f fe ren t  off- 
s@ng were evaluated, the predictor-machines growing i n   s i z e   t o   f i f t e e n  
states. 
The environment f o r  Experiment 4 vas obtained by disturbing  the 
environment used in  Eqe r imen t  3 again i n   t h e  sane mnner. Thus,. 37.6 
of the  symbols w e r e  disturbed by - +l, 2.55 were disturbed by - +2, and O.l$ 
were disturbed by - +3; leaving 60.4;; of t he  symbols undisturbed. As shown 
on Figure 11, 23.55 of t h e  first 81 predictions were correct. During the  
evolution 3,Uh different  offsgr ing were evalua-Leed, the predictor-machines 
@-owin& i n   s i z e  rather s t ead i ly   t o   n ine t een  states. 
The emrironn1en-L of Lqeriment 5 vas obtained by disturbing a randomly 
chosen 50$ of the s;rpbolS in  the  s igna l .  Thus, 4.3 -85 of the spabols vere 
distwbed  by - -I- 1 (the  difference  being due t o   t h e  zdopted r u l e  concerning 
acidition $0 7 and subtraction froE? 0); leaving 5G.$ undisturbed. As 
shotm in FFLpre ll, 22.q; of t he  f irst  81 predictions Irere correct. During 
tine evolutiop 3,195 dlfferen’; offsprrng were evaluated, the predictor- 
nachizen po;,ing i n  s i z e  sorne7rhot i r regular ly  t o  seventeen states. It 
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;;cnnra"sd by the   addi t ione l   t rans t l~c t ion  of t he  new, ' longer recal l .  
Slide requires not only the abwe additions but a l so  the discard of 
t he  first symbol of t h e   r e c a l l  and the su5tract ion of t he  error term 
associated  with  the f irst  transduction of each remembered machine.. 
Af te r   e i ther  growth or s l ide  have been accoql i shed  a test deter-  
nines  whether or not  the  las t  p red ic t ion  was correct. If the predic- 
t i o n  was correct, a transfer is e f f e c t e d   t o  6, tha t  por t ion  of t he  
program predLcking the  next sy-01501 t o  emerge from the  .environment 
u t i l i z i n g  t h e  evolved machine having t h e  l a r e s t  score. That is, a 
correct  predictor i s  retained as a predic tor   un t i l  a prediction. error 
occurs. 
If a prediction error occurred, transfer i s  e f f e c t e d   t o  P I  
tha t   por t ion  of the  progrm  coqut ing  the  range  interval  
for   se lec t ion  of a macl1ine t o  be mutated. 
Attention i s  d i r e c t e d  t o  t h e  t e s t  a t  location?(. Assuming t h a t  
t he  trial machine score is  greater than the largest  score of the s tored 
machines, re tent ion of the  tridl machine i s  not required and it i s  dis- 
carded. A t e s t  i s  then made t o  determine i f  the n&yimum permitted 
m l b e r  of mutations per prediction has been attained. If not, a 
t ransfer  i s  effected t o  Cr, tha t   por t ion  of the   p ropan   vhere in  a 
Rachine i s  selected for mu.';ation. Cn the other hand, i f  the m a x i m u m  
:)emitted nutations per predictior? has 3ezn atteeinel! t rcnafer  I s  effected 
t o  r. 
i!ote agar? Yie cox2srison of the t r l d  exor   score   wi th   tha t  of 
A. >ne s i ;~~ l l e s t  care ol" the rerner3ered. nachlnes. Assumin& the t r i a l  
e r rm sco re  i s  the  larger,  a next test  deternines whether or not a 
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13576b3113576430, .this beir? i n  error  one s p b o l  out of every two cycles 
of the signal.  A s  expected, the result or  Bqeriment 4 was more e r r a t i c  
t r i th  the length of character is t ic  cycle  j-ing from e igh t   t o   s ix t een  
symbols and remaining the  same a f t e r  t h e  73rd ped ic t ion .  Each of 
t he  last 24 characterist ic cycles veTe 62.55 correct. Experiment 5 
revealed even grea te r  var iab i l i ty  in  the  charac te r i s t ic  cyc les .  A 
majority of these were eight  or sixteen sJmisols in   l ength-  and reflected 
t h e  basic pa t te rn  of the  signal  al though  there vas l i t t l e  one-to-one 
correspondence, 
%e environment for Rqeriment 6 was generated by dis turbing every 
syxbol of t he  s igna l  by +l or -1 with equal probability. A t  first glance 
it i s  su rp r i s ing   t o   f i nd   t he   p red ic t ion  of the s ignal  improved as sham 
in Figure 13, but note that with the disturbance of every symbol one aspect 
of t he  randomness of the enviroment was removed. In essence the signal 
had taken on a nev form.. .the boundaries of the   o r ig ina l   s igna l  24677531 
or 02465310, each havj.ng equal  probabi l i ty  a t  each po in t  i n  time. I n  
t h e  first 81 predic t ions   th i s  net? signal vas pro-gJerly iden t i f i ed  70.4$ 
of t h e  t h e .  I n  fact ,  the  character is t ic  cycle  of the  las t  p red ic tor -  
nachine vas 0226773U02665331. Tilis c u l  be seen t o  Lie on the boundaries 
of .;he or ig lna l  s igna l  e::ceFt ' fo r  one symbol of every seventeen. In  order  
t o  provide a basfs  for  conpr i son  the  percen5 correct  predict ion of t he  
cnvironneni; -is &so s l m m  BE v e l l  as tihe result of Zqeriznent 5 tzit'n 
=.es_nect t o   t h e  netr signal.  
It i s  na tu ra l  t o  i nqu i r e  as t o  the  e:Aent t h e  predictLon cagability 
;sit? be d e g a d e d   j y  ";;ild noise" (each distvl*b-.d s p b o l  bein3 replaced 
L ~ J  a r m d m l y  c>osen s p b o l  *arz t's?e i c y <  &$ila!)e.t). n-e  enviroments  
of Eqsrixezts 7 &?c? 3 v e x  ~enen?<ec? b~ LqGosing t l ~ s  kind of C s t u r b -  
znce on the  o : L ~ ~ . i ~ ~ 1  si-nial ccce ayd twicel resl;ectivePJ. J.s elzected, 
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t h e   a b i l i t y  of t he  evo1ut:ona-y crogrz t o  7)rsdict t h e  environment, as 
shorn in   F igure  14, vas sazevbat 2 o o r e ~  thzn i n   t h e  conparable Exper- 
iments 2 ana 3. Figure 15 indLcates the depee of correspondence be- 
tween the sequence of _aredictions and the s igna l   i n   t hese  same exper- 
iments. Here again the additional desee  of randomness wi th in  the  
noise degrzdes the performance. Carrying this n o i s e  t o  t h e  extreme 
r e s u l t s  in a perfec-lly random environnent which cannot be pedicted. 
Experiment.9 revealed no s igni f icant   ab i l i ty  of the  evolutionary  pro- 
gram i n  i t s  attempt t o   p r e d i c t  such m environment. 
T1:e introCuction cf raydomess always introduces questions of' 
repxta-ai1it.y. In order t o  examine th i s  po in t  Experiment 2 was re- 
peated nine additional t imes,  the results being sham in Figure 16. 
A s  expected, t he   va r i ab i l i t y  i s  an inverse function of the score. 
The second set of experiments were concerned with the prediction 
of purely stochastic environments. -eril;.ent 10 required the predic- 
t i on  of a zeroth-order 8-symbol l&rkov enviroment generated by com- 
bining two dis;)layed normally-distributed variables over 5-symbols 
ea& t o   J i e l d  the binodal enviroment shovn i n  Table 6. A s w l e  of 
269 s p b o l s  vas generated, this sz@e having the relat ive frequencies  
s i m m  i n  t'nis sarne te3le.  KL:h a -oenalty-foy-cmlplexity of 0.Ol'per 
s t a t e  the prefictor-mac"!.ines s e w   i n   s i z e  t o  thir ty-nine skates. The 
.rela-kive fYequency of each s;T.lbol i n  'Ae se.2u.ence O? predictions suit- 
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Table 6 
Symbol 
Intended 
Probabili ty 
Relative 
Freq. of 
Sample 
Fxp. 10 Eel. 
Freq. of 
Predictions 
Exp. ll. R e l .  
Freq. of 
Predictions 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
0.0116 
0.06785 
0.3413 
0 07925 
0.07925 
0.3 4-13 
0.06785 
0.0116 
0 . 00374 
0.0825 
0.299 
0.1050 
0.0787 
0.348 
0.0637 
0.0187 
0.08 
0.115 
0.223 
0.058 
0.017 
0.521 
0.033 
0.025 
0.005 
0.061 
0.303 
0.081 
0.015 
0.520 
0.015 
0 
Ekyriraent 12 required the $rediction of a zeroLh-order, 4-synbol 
Lkkov enviromenk, t h e  a r b i t r a r i l y  chosen ?robabili t ies being 0.1, 
0.2, 0.3, and 9.4. mis infornation, as pr io r  !;novleQe, would d ic t a t e  
ths continual prediction of the  most probals1.j symbol giving  the  asyzptot ic  
score of IC&. A t  the other extreme, gerfectl:? randox prediction would 
here an e:.Tected score of 25:. As sham in  F igure  17, the evolutionary 
envirornert vas Senerated  ut i l iz ing  the  re la t ive f'reqdencjr d i s t r ibu t iom 
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of the  nexL sjr1.1501 Given a 3recei3.r;: s-p-501 as hlicakecl by the  rmqs 
of the rr.z"uix shown i n  Table 7 trhere the  symbols i n   t h e  first rov are  
the  ce:& symbols folloving the preceding spYoo1s i n   t h e  l e e  column, 
Ti;e ac tua l  environment generated hzd the t r ans i t i on  snatrix of relative 
frecgencies shown in  Table 8. 
Table 7 
0.1 
0 
Table 8 
0 3 2 1 
~~ 
The mcrginal f'requencies of t h i s  environment were 0.236, 0.241, 0.249 
a d  0.274, respectively. 
Vith prior Imo~rledge that the process i s  f i r s t -order  it would be 
possible t o  a t ta in   the   score  of 89.5;; on t h e  200th p red ic t ion   i n   t he  mamer 
sham i n  F igu re  18. Eut even v i t h o ~ ~ t  this I;no~.~ledge the evolutionmy pre- 
diction technique attained thi-s sme score. Analysis of t he  sequence of 
predict ions revealed that  ak the end of this expzriment the  environment 
vas  gronerly  chamcterized by the  m a x i n n m  'cransit ion  probabili t ies '  of 
each row. Other experiments were conciuctecl on f irst  and second order 
,>recesses v i th  sa-Xsfactory  results.  . . .  
" 
To generzte a nore difTicL1.X environment, the parers.  of 2 and 3 were 
~-31': ordered a d  zecluced r.:odulo 8, thcs CroZxcing the secllmxe 1234.0103001 
0~0010030100301~X~00.. This emi romcn t  vas :xedicLed i n  Ex-perLmect 14. 
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Specifically,  the  problem of rank  ordering  the  powers of 2 and of 3 may be 
simplified by writing all of the  powers  in  terms of a common base.  For  example, 
the powers of 3 may be written in terms of powers of 2 taking 21'5849"5 asan 
approximation. Since 2 > 2 if, and only if, x > v the problem is reduced to one 
of ordering  the  positive  integers and the  integral  multiples of 1.584925. Since this 
basic exponent is in e r ro r  by less than lo7 powers of 3 may be considered 
before an incorrect  ordering could occur. 
x v  
Taking a modulus of this  increasing series constrains the numbers to the 
alphabet  available for the evolutionary  program. With respect to modulo 8 the 
power of 2 yield  the residues  2, 4 , followed by 0's , while  the powers of 3 are alter- 
nately 3 and 1. To see this note  that 2' = 2 (mod 8 ) ,  2" = 4 (mod 8) and $ = 0 (mod 8). 
Fork > 3, 2 = 2" - 2 = 0 . 2  (mod  8) = 0 (mod 8). Similarly, 3' = 3 (mod 8 ) ,  
3" = 1 (mod 8) so that  for n even,  that is n = 2k, 32k = (3") = 1 (mod 8) = 1 (mod 8); 
while for n  odd, that is n = 2k + 1, 3 2k+1 = 32k 3 = 1 . 3 (mod 8) = 3 (mod 8). 
k k- 3 k- 3 
k k  
With respect  to modulo 7, the  powers of 2 form  the  repeating  sequence  2,  4, 
1, 2,  4, 1, . . . while powers of 3 form the repeating sequence 3, 2, 6 ,  4, 5, 1, 3, 
2 ,  6 ,  4, 5, 1, . . . This can be seen by noting that 2" ,= 1 (mod 7) ,  2 = (2 ) = 1 
(mod 7) and 1 = 1 (mod 7); 23k+1 = (2 ) * 2 = 1 - 2 (mod 7) = 2 (mod 7 )  while 2 
= (2 ) 2" = 1 * 4 (mod 7). Similarly, since 36 = 1 (mod 7); 3' ) = 1 (mod 7); 3 3k k '  k 6k+l 
3 = 3 (mod 7); 36k+2 = 36k 3" = 3" (mod 7) and 9 = 2 (mod 7); 36k+3 = 36k * 9 = 27 
(mod 7) and 27 = 6 (mod 7); 3 = 36k * 34 = 81 (mod 7) and 81 = 4 (mod 7); 3 
= 36k * 3' = 243 (mod 7) and 243 = 5 (mod 7). 
3k 3 k  k 
k  k  3k+2 
6k+4  6k+5 
Therefore,  to  form  the  sequence of residues modulo 8 it is only necessary to 
order the  integers and the  integral  multiples of 1.584925,  that is, the  sequence  2, 4 ,  
followed by all 0's is inserted in successive  positions corresponding to  the  integers 
47 
I 
while the  repetitive  sequence 3, 1 , . . . is inserted  in  the  successive  positions 
corresponding  to  the  multiples of 1i584925. Similarly,  for modulo 7 the  integer 
sequence 2, 4, 1,  2,  4,  1, . . . is interlaced with the sequence 3, 2, 6 ,  4, 5, 1, 
3,  . . . which corresponds  to  the  multiples of 1.584925. The resulting sequences 
a re  not periodic although sub-periods. are embedded  throughout. This lack of 
periodicity  results  since  in  higher  multiples of 1.584925 the  successive  decimal 
digiti influence the  integral  part and  thus  upset any pattern imposed by the more 
significant  digits. 
After  the first 300 predictions  (Experiment 14) the  percent  correct  score 
reached 88.7. 1 , 401 different  offspring were evaluated  using  an  "all-or-none" 
error  matrix. (All off-diagonal elements  have a value of 7 and all main diagonal 
elements a value of 0.) The predictor-machines  were  generally of six states. 
In order  to avoid the  reduction  to 3 symbols  in  the  latter  portion of the  sequence, 
the  powers of 2 and 3 were  rank  ordered  reduced modulo 7 yielding  the  sequence 
1234122641425411243122461424512143122461 . . . After the first 216 predictions 
(Experiment 15), the  percent  correct  score was 56.6, this being found through 
the  evaluation of 3 , 671 offspring , which were  generally of about twenty-one 
states. The score  for  the last fifty  predictions was 78%. Certainly  the  prediction 
capability was far better  than  chance would yield.  Prediction of this  sequence 
based on the most  probable  symbol up to  each point  in time  yields a score of 
only 8.5% 
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". .:;.YE the capabi l i ty  of ti:e e-<olu.k5,orxr;- propz;! dezonstrated, 
p i l o t   e q e r i n e n t s  were condcc'ced in  order  t o  pre&ict solar flare data 
as found i n  IGY Solar Act ivi ty  Report Series, Kuxber 17, dated Yhy 1, 
1962, (Vorld Data Center A, High Altitude Observatory, University of 
Colorado,  Boulder, Colorado). h - a l y s i s  of these data reveals t h a t  
there  were about 1.75 importance 3 f la res ,  7.75 importance 2+ flares 
and 63.3 importance 1+ flares for   every  , i .?or i ;ance 3+ flare occurring 
i n  1957. R e l a t i v e  t o  t h i s  same datum, there  were 0.5 importance 3-+ 
flares, 1.125 importance 3 flares, 5.375 'importance 2-k .flares, 7 
importance 2 flares, 26.75 importance 2- f l a r e s  and .42 .importance 1+ 
flares i n   t h e  year 1958. A su i tab le  da ta  base was arbitrarily taken 
to   i nc lude  flares of ~ p o r t a n c e  2- and greater, these being encded 
i n t o  an 8-symbol language by doubling the  importance number and c m t -  
ing + as an additional unit. The environment. contained -no temporal 
information other than the order of f lare occurrence. 
* 
- 
I n   t h e  first experiment, a magnitude-of-the-difference error-weight 
payoff matrix vas used. That i s  t o  say, a prediction of the importance 
of each ,next f l a r e  i s  based upon the   impor tace  of the preceding flares 
and their temporal order T.ri_th the  penzl ty  for incorrect  predictions 
beiw e q u s l  t o  t h e  nlagnitude of error .  Forty flares were taken as the  
i n i t i a l  r e c a l l .  O f  the  first 300 Fredictions 57.7$ were correct, 
these predictions being macle by a one-state machine which quickly 
evolved t o  devmnstrete t!le s t a t i s t i c a l  dd:xbw-ce of inportance 2- 
f l a r e s  .md thali il-.:sor'iame 3 flares arc best predicted by persistence 
(that is, they zay be e:qected t o  6e followed by another f lare  of 
s i ~ n i l c r  i lqortance).  
In order to evaluate the significance of this result, another cm- 
puter ;program vas m i t t e n  Tfnich would predict   these same data on t h e  
basis of the  maximum marginal  probability,  the m a x i m  f i r s t -o rde r  con- 
di t ional   probabi l i ty ,   the  naxinum second-order conditional probability, 
and any of these v i t h  the  progran  choosing  that one which had highest 
score up t o  that time. ATter the first 300 predictions,  these conven- 
tional techniques shared scores ranging from 55.45 up t o  56.1$; this 
higaest score being achieved .by the maximum marginal predictor. Thus, 
it would seem that the  evolutionary program had discwered a su i tab le  
log ic  for  pred ic t ion  in  that its score 'vas slightly superior than this 
score.  Unfortunately,  this abil i ty i s  not considered to be significant 
because no par t icular   cagabi l i ty  has been demonstrated for   the  success-  
ful prediction of the Pore important flares. 
To improve this  s i tuat ion,  the error-cost  matr ix  was made t o   r e -  
f l e c t  a linear weightins favoring the more important flares, as sham 
i n  Table 9. Another exTeriment was then conducted. 
Table 9 
A s  2 r e sd t ,  wi-thin the  last; 50 predictions, 18 of the  27 importance 
2- f l a e s ,  2 of the 12 i q o r t a n c e  2 flazes,  one of the  8 inpxtance  
on these same data but with tile error cost matrix shown i n  Table 10. 
Table 10 
being of kpr taz lce  3. O f  t2n inTcrtance 3 flares v1;ich occurred, 5 6  
rrere incorrectly predicted 2s bein2 2- ,  25s >;ere incorrectly predicted 
as  bein;; 2 end 255 were correctl;r Credicted. O f  the inportance 34- flares 
which occurred, 16.7:; were incorrectly gredicted 8s being 2-, 50;; were 
incorrectly  predicted  as  being 2 znd 33.37:. were incorrectly  predicted  as 
being 2+. 
It is apsarent that further adjustment of the error cost matrix i s  
desired; however, the adjustment of the error-cost matrix already achieveii 
demonstrates e significant iqrovement in that the predoninance of the  
l ea s t  importance f l a r e s  i s  mitigated as a factor in determining the se- 
quence of predictions. In general, this revised description of the goal 
generally encourages f a l se  a l a r m s  as opposed t o  missed flares. No further 
e f for t  vas nade t o  improve the prediction of t'nese data i n  view of the 
practical  importance of predicting bokh the maGnitude and the time of 
occurrence of' each next flare. 
A t  t h i s  point  attention vas therefore focused u2on the problem of 
findinz a more suitable data bzse, one which night increzse the probabili",:\. 
of correct Prediction of large flares by considering each 9revious flare 
onl:yr vithin thc context of direc'cly relevant dsta . P.n atten$ was  made 
t o  =;mu:> the al)ove ref'erer?ceC r1u-e dete by loc-.f,ion int;o the associated 
1 
rezron; hovevery it v o u l d  be E,lfficult i f  not in?ossible . t o  separate 
k i x  f lare  data  contained in  C'nese re2ort.s into the associated plages 
F n  successive rotations. Further, fc;r fla-res are re2orted within each 
spec i f i c  l i s t i ng .  
As a resuli; of a request t o  IVY. D. Robbins of NASAjHouston, the  
Ordl; of a forthconing regort on the  solar a c t i v i t y   f o r  Calendar Year 
195s vas yeceived and copied (the original being returned t o  him). This 
retort catalogues plage data, f lare  data ,  sun spot data, and addi t ional  
ker rcsk ia l  e f iec ts .  Analys is  of these data alloved the compilation of 
the data contained in Table 11 vhici.1 l ists  the plage family, individual 
plage data, and flare data within that plage. S_necifically, the plage 
f ax i ly  number designates E particular plage which may survive several  
rotai;ions of the sun. For exarple, plage family 2 IJCS first ident i f ied  
v i t h  FkcI.!ath slag-e ;:&355 which vas l a t e r  i den t i f i ed  as plaze h440, then 
as place 4-4k5, and l a s t l y  as plage 4483. T i ~ o l l ~ h o u t  t h i s  h i s t o r y  from 
JenEary 11.5 through A p r i l  11.5 ( C Y P  G r .  Day) a to-Le1 of 12 f l a r e s  were 
senzrately ider t t f ied,  t'nese rcxgicg i n  ip;;.'ortm-ce f ron  1 throuzh 3. 
I:OS', o< z:.r?,!.]-ics 7,;ere less st1i-;;cbP2r icier,tj."led Ln terns of the n u "  
of TlCL-es eyer, +;;:ou.gh srmc existed fol- r ~ m y  Eore rotat ions.  
I n  ordnr t o  a t t ack  t h i s  nroblex., a t tent ion was tilrned to  " i la t ional  
?beau of' E-larxiazzds List of IGY f l z e s  with 1,iornalTzed Valued i n  Irc2or- 
" LEince knd A-ea" by C. S. T~;err.:iclz, Ser ies  7,'b7, dated May 1, 1962. This 
~-:~~~corct " COVPTC -2-19 sm;e t5xe .-:erlod as the z b o x  r e fe reme  dsta a d .  bras 
e;:a-rked i n  de t a l l  i n  the  hu2n t k 2 k  a EOTP ccr:.?lete Ll.sti.ng of tile asso- 
cia';ed "ares c o d 2  'ce o3tainec. Un:ortuna:ei;l, decis'_ons on KEY:; of the  
d.-2Lzd f l a r e s  :?ere Ci?fYc:;l5 t c  rA:e ir. t ha t  rx o5vlous basis i,JaS avai l -  , _. ~ . .  
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Table 11 
PLACE MT.4 FLARE DATA 
Fan i l )   P l age  50. Gr. Day Long.  Lat.  Int. Area  Flares  Rotation  fication Day UT UT UT Imp. Position 
Plnge X c 3 I .  ChIP  hIean  MemAve.  Max. KO. Age In Identi- Gr. Beg. End Max. 
1 4347 
2 4355 
4355 
4400 
4400 
4400 
440Q 
4445 
4400 
4445 
4445 
4469 
4483 
4483 
3 4368 
4 4370 
5 437i 
4372 
6 4426 
i 4.136 
b 4444 
4464 
4454 
4525 
4529 
4578 
457 S 
4578 
7 . 0  78" 
Jan 19' 
11.5 
Feb  24" 
8.5 
Mar 15" 
7.5 
Apr  6" 
4.5 
16.5  313" 
17.5 300' 
20.5 261" 
20.5 261' 
22 193" 
25  153" 
I 22" 
Apr G'  
4 .5  
hla) 3" 
2 
3(1 352' 
May 
3u 
N13 3 13000  22 
SI2 3.5 9000  33 
S E  3 .5  25000  91 
SI5 3 10000 45 
S22 3 5000 33 
SO7 3 6000 3 
N 1 5  2 .5  6000 26 
S14 2 3000 6 
524 2 3500 IO 
SI6 3 6000 6 
SI2 3 . 5  1400 15 
N31 2.5 4000 18 
E30 3 9006 48 
N22 3 14000 60 
x24 3 8000 4; 
3 4296 
1 NEW 
2.3 4355 
4356 
4360 
4362 
3.4  4400 
4 .5  4445 
1 NEW 
1 NEW 
3 P a r t  of 
4319 
4.5  318 
4319 
7 4382 
1 SEW 
1 EEW 
2 4444 
3.5  4484 
4485 
4 , 6  4529 
JZl 
07 
Jail 
07 
JZl 
Feb 
15 
09 
09 
10 
10 
10 
hl  ar 
03 
Mal- 
05 
Mar 
14 
Apr 
02 
Apr 
06 
06 
Jan 
18 
17 
J a n  
16 
Jan 
16 
Jan 
25 
Feb 
26 
h l  a r  
01 
Mar 
09 
Mar 
29 
Mar 
36 
May 
2 
May 
Jan 
04 
Jm 
05 
06 
D 
1820 1939 
1640  1757 
1330 1501 
2108  2302 
1320 1411 
1900 2030 
1005 1411 
0500 0632 
1454  541 
1951  2025 
1929  2025 
2253 2335 
0301 0408 
1414 1447 
2255  2347 
0915  1107 
0527 0632 
0505 100; 
1540  7
1339 1410 
0045  123 
2025 2115' 
2032 2115 
214; 2356 
0835 0956 
0436  614 
1832 
1842 
1642 
1341 
2142 
1332 
1911 
1020 
0540 
1507 
1954 
1940 
0309 
2256 
2306 
1005 
0 5 X  
O B l i  
1546 
1343 
0108 
2035 
2037 
2152 
0850 
0505 
04.18 
2 
2+ 
I+ 
2+ 
2+ 
3 
IC 
3 
2 
1+ 
1 
1 
1 
1- 
2 
3 
2 
3 
2 
2 
2 
I+ 
1- 
2 
2 +  
2 
SlBE39 
S13W58 
s20w02 
5uw14 
S13W64 
S16E60 
S14W64 
5ee46 
S21W85 
S15E23 
S15W27 
s17w44 
SllW32 
N18E23 
515647 
523WlO 
SIRWGI 
SllW45 
N34W32 
N35E78 
N35E74 
N24W50 
S15W39 
h'14W58 
N15W65 
K16W76 
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Table l l  (Cont'd. ) 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
2G 
21 
4449 
4449 
4465 
4465 
4465 
4469 
4476 
4476 
4476 
4476 
4476 
4476 
4476 
4476 
4478 
4478 
447 8 
4493 
4508 
4519 
4330 
4530 
4530 
4548 
4598 
4636 
4596 
4634 
4634 
4591 
4605 
4607 
12 316' N12 2.5  9500 31 
22.5 177' N21 3 7000 66 
Mar 144' N25 3 6000 19 
25 
28.5 98' S l Z  3.5 15000 90 
30 78' S22 3 6000 29 
9.5 300'  N16 3  5000 34 
Apr 141" 521   .3 .5  7500  30 
21.5 
26 349' NO9 3.5 6000 6 
3 82' SI5  3 .5  11000 77 
15.5 184' S21  3.5 13000 49 
June 187' S20 3 7000 10 
11.5 
06 196' S22 3.5 8000 42 
10 207' N2H 3.5 10000 30 
0 7 . 5  203' 5 2 8  3 9000  23 
In 207' x 4 3  3 7000 77 
June 101' NE? 3.5 7000 52 
18 
3 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
1 
3 
4410 
NEW 
NEW 
44423 
4438 
4453 
NEW 
NEW 
NEW 
4516 
4548 
4598 
NEW 
4596 
NEW 
4363 
Mar 0030  424
11 
hIar 0024 0233 0037 
12 
26  0036 0040 
Mar  1833  9228 
28 
29 1630 1637  1632 
29 1447 1507  1449 
h la r  0947 1445  00
23 
h la r  , 0944 1421 1000 
30 
Mar  0005 0036 0014 
31 
hlar  0038  1 052
M a r  1607 1643 
Mar 0557  626 0603 
24 
25 
Mar 1534 1710 1552 
Mar 1703 1904 1714 
27 
28  
M a r  1030 1152  038
Mar  2042 2131 2047 
28 
29 
M a r  1819 I915  1823 
29 
Apr 1010 1215  02
07 
31 
Apr 
Apr b 1932  2015  940 
21 
Apr I 1930  2 05 1940 
30 
30 
May 2115 2241 2130 
1 
May  0356 0457 0415 
5 
May 
15 
J i n e  1615 1656 1631 
05 
1 
2+ 
1 
2 
1 +  
1 
3+ 
2 +  
2 
2 
1 
2 
2+ 
2+ 
2 
2 
2 
3 
l +  
I +  
3 
3 
2+ 
June 1712.5  1722.5  1717.5 1- 
June 
10 
June 0020  4141 3+ 
O i  
dune 2317  30 2330 1 
12 
June 
IO 
June 2112 2146 2118 1 
14 
June 0940 1210  1010 3 
19 
04 1747.5  1755  1750 1- 
NllE12 
NOBE02 
N21W50 
N20W85 
N21W90 
N26W70 
S14E78 
S16W20 
S17W22 
soew23 
S15E57 
S15E50 
S16E23 
S15E09 
S24E26 
S24E21 
S24E08 
N14E32 
N10W50 
S17E27 
S l8El5  
S18W29 
S18E69 
S23E32 
S23E32 
N25WOB 
N26W78 
N14E36 
N14W21 
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Table 11 (Cont 'd. ) 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
4618 
4622 
4659 
4659 
4659 
4659 
4659 
4710 
4i12 
4765 
4623 
4623 
4630 
4630 
4667 
4646 
4651 
4665 
4670 
4722 
4686 
46 86 
4686 
4739 
4708 
4708 
4708 
4708 
4756 
4741 
4741 
26.5 1" S16 3 11000 15 
29 315' SI9   3 .5  7000 38 
July 311' S19  3  -20000  112
26.5 
22 321'  S15  3 9000  12 
Aug 294"  S18  3  7500  1
24 
19.5 305' S18 3.5 17000 58 
29.5 309' N12 3  12000  16 
July 236" N24 3  11000  39
05 
Aug 225' N27 3.5 15000 2 i  
02 
18 64' NO9 3  5500 40 
21 24' N22 2 .5  8500 21  
31 252' NO4 3 .5  12000  30 
04 199" SO9 3 .5  5000 3 1  
31 202" SO9 3 . 5  12000 54 
12.5 86' S13 3. 5 11000 72 
08  96" S2U 3 14000 17 
22 321' N18 3 .3  8000 60 
17.5  331" N l i  3 9000 26 
Sept 43' S O i  3 7000 57 
09 
3 
2 
3 
4 
4 
5 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
2 
3 
3 
4 
1 
4579 
4581 
4622 
4659 
4659 
47 12 
4710 
NEW 
NEW 
4630 
NEW 
NEW 
4631 
NEW 
4670 
4653 
4684 
4686 
4657 
4108 
NEW 
June 
26 
June 
29 
J ~ Y  
J ~ Y  
29 
J ~ Y  
J dy 
Aug 
Aug 
*ug 
28 
22 
29 
30 
31 
2 
22 
June 
26 
3 LUlr 
27 
J u?v 
J ~ Y  
J ~ Y  
J ~ Y  
J ~ Y  
J ~ Y  
Aug 
A W  
Aug 
03 
04 
04 
18 
19 
25 
04 
07 
Aug 
14 
Aug 
16 
Sept 
A w  
Aug 
Aug 
A W  
*Pt 
07 
19 
20 
22 
26 
17 
Sept 
Sept 
14 
G2 
0259  0408 0304 
0458  0526  0458 
1523  637  15 0 
1058 l i s 0  1122 
1840  1851  1841 
1032  210  1043 
1025  1045  1030 
0730  0910  1750 
0245  517 0306 
0254  0405  0308 
0041  0114  050 
0513  0534 0517 
0409  0610  0435 
1905  2030  1908 
0000 0128  0043 
2112  2127  2 14 
b 1028 1047 1030 
1457 1700 I508 
2137  2225  2203 
0433  0831  0440 
1639  726  1643 
2118  2411  2256 
0042  0128  045 
1426  71750 
000.5 0124  0027 
2102  41  2105 
Ob22 1030  0835 
3 S14W44 
1 S14W38 
2 S13W64 
1+ S13W77 
1- S14W90 
I+ S14W90 
2 S18W65 
2 S19W42 
2+ N10E49 
la NlOE27 
1t N30EX 
1+ N29-E26 
3 N30W31 
2+  N23E13 
2+  NlOEdS 
1 SO7W10 
1 S09E35 
3 S16E;I 
1- S14W36 
3+ S14WSD 
2  S32Eib
2  N18E26
2 t  N16Elrc 
3 N18W10 
3 N20W54 
1+ S08E84 
2+  Slow80 
T a b l e  ll (Cont 'd. 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
4743 
4740 
4764 
4777 
4781 
4806 
4826 
4826 
4829 
4877 
4838 
4849 
4897 
4934 
4934 
4851 
4883 
4884 
4884 
4898 
4898 
4911 
4913 
4913 
4913 
4913 
4913 
4913 
4913 
4913 
4913 
4913 
4913 
4905 
4919 
,1936 
9.5 78'  N17 3 6000 17 
14.5 11' S10  3  9000 20 
20 295'  N23  3.5 6000 22 
24 245' N30 3  00 7 
30  166'  S10 3.5 7500 22 
Oct 27' N13  3.5  3000 6 
10.5 
20.5 255' SO2 3.5  6500   
22.5 229' S10  3  900036
18 240' SI2 3  11000  4 
Oct 163'  S30 2 2000 5 
Nov  71' S15  3 6000 49 
27.5 
3.5 
Nov  75' S18  2.5  1 000 31 
30.5 
28 73'  S17  3.5 10000 48 
3 .5  71' NO8 3  5500 11 
24.5 154' SlZ 3.5  12000  34 
25.5 141' N22 3  600033 
Dec  55' N15 2.5 7600 8 
02 
Dec  316" X16 3 9000 31 
09.5 
12 283' SO3 3.5 9500 . 6 9  
Dec 9' SO? 2.5 3000  5 
5.5 
15 244" N10 3  5 00 10 
29 59' N16 3.5  15UOO 30 
1 NEW 
2 4703 
3.4  4711 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
3 
1 
1 
3 
4 
1 
1 
1 
3.4 
1 
3 
1 
NEW 
NEW 
4748 
NEW 
4779 
4829 
NEW 
4817 
4849 
4897 
NEW 
NEW 
NEW 
4 854 
NEW 
4673 
NEW 
1 NEW 
4.5 4898 
=pr 
09 
Sept 
*Pt 
18 
20 
Sept 
28 
Oct 
Oct 
02 
08 
Oct 
2 1  
Oct 
24 
Oct 
22 
Nov 
14 
Oct 
23 
Nov 
03 
Nov 
30 
Dec 
23 
Dec 
31 
Nov 
03 
Nov 
24 
NO\. 
25 
21 
Nov 
30 
Dec 
09 
Dec 
09 
Dec 
10 
Dec 
10 
Dec 
11 
Dec 
11 
Dec 
11 
Dec 
11 
Dec 
11 
Dec 
11 
Dec 
12 
Dec 
15  
Dec 
17 
D e C  
11 
Dec 
17 
Des: 
29 
0728 OY38 u830 
2046  2108  2054 
2143,  2201 2148 
1510  1528  1522 
2316 0127 2330 
1432 is01 1457 
0036  0207 0046 
1656  1803  1728 
0545  0730 0624 
1658  1741  1703 
1607  1907  1621 
1857  1909 1859 
2354 0020 2356 
2240 2308 2250 
1642  735 1654 
0219  0306  0221 
1312  5 48 
1545  61250 
1428 
1640  1707  1647 
1705  4 1720 
Len2 1842 1812 
1850  917  185  
1930  2012  1939 
1229  154i304 
1335  1550  I 38
1040  1115  1041 
l i 4 0  1755  1745 
1855  927  1 00 
3 SllW53 
1- N32W66 
1 S06W38 
1- NEE25  
2+ s04w22 
2 +  S05W57 
3 SUE51 
1 532850 
2- SEE66 
3 S18W54 
3  SllWO8 
1 N18W12 
1 N19W19 
1- N13E22 
1 N10W90 
2 N01E20 
1 SO3El8 
1- S02E00 
1- SOZElO 
1- S02E00 
2 S02E00 
1- so2wo2 
2 S02E02 
2- S03W08 
1- s04w49 
1 S04W82 
1- S07W88 
1+ N07W35 
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able for determining the par t icular  extext  and shape of the plage a t  t he  
time of the considered flare.  To i l l u s t r a t e ,  f lare #54& shown t o  occur 
a t  .58 01 14 O732 17S34-d was judged t o  f a l l  outside of the relevant plage 
domain even though it is only about 10 degrees away from t h e .  expected 
posit ion.  
Table 12 indicates those flares which appear t o  have been associated 
with the second plage family. A l l  of t h e  flares indicated to  exis t  within 
th i s  f ami ly  in  Table I L  were not exactly identified.  Further,  certain 
discrepancies were noted between the  listings furnished by Robbins and 
warwick. In  any event, these data appeared t o  be unsuitable as a basis 
for  predict ion because of the  s ign i f icant  absence of tha t  ha l f  of the in- 
formation which i s  generated on t h e  far side of the  sun. I n  view of the  
present difficulty in obtaining such information, it was considered more 
s u i t a b l e   t o  examine data which occurs within a single crossing of the  
solar d i sc  i n  g rea t e r   de t a i l  i n  the  bel ief  that  infomation der ived dwing 
passage Over the  eastern hemisphere wil prove  helpful  in  the  prediction 
of proton events which might occur a s  a r e s u l t  of f lare a c t i v i t y   i n   t h e  
western hemisphere. The scarc i ty  of such events in the eastern hemisphere 
indicates  the need fo r  addi t ional  data i n  terms of other parameters such 
as plage age, shape, intensi ty4 the nature  and number of sunspots, magnetic 
intensi ty ,  e tc .  A search was made for- such data on a da i ly  basis or even 
for cac!? 6 hmr t ime intervzl.  A review of the l i terature revealed a 
recent Russian book  on the forecast ing of solar  act ivi ty .  A s  a matter 
of in te res t  the  tab le  of contents, chapter 3, and the conclusion were 
t ranslated End are  inclu.ded i n  t h i s  report  as an addendum. 
A t  the suggestion of Dr. C. Warwicck, coctact wzs made with Dr. F. Ward 
of AF'CRL, who indicated that  the A i r  Force i s  presently devoting about seven 
FLARE 
NO. 
529 6 
529 7 
5296 
5299 
5303 
5311 
5315 
5318 
5322 
5323 
5336 
533: 
5343 
5344 
5348 
5352 
5353 
5365 
5373 
5375 
5381 
5387 
5388 
5397 
5398 
5399 
540 1 
YR 
58 
58 
58 
58 
58 
MO 
01 
11 
11 
11 
11 
01 
1 1  
11 
11 
11 
01 
I1 
11 
11 
11 
I1 
I f  
01 
11 ' 
11 
11 
11 
11 
01 
11 
11 
l f  
DA 
07 
08 
09 
10 
11 
FIRST 
BEG 
0304 
0315 
0413 
0858 
1820 
0141 
0751 
1731 
1935 
2008 
1029 
1116 
1506 
1525 
1546 
1930 
2142 
0843 
1106 
1321 
1628 
2120 
2212 
1657 
1722 
1810 
1902 
Table 12 
LAST 
END 
0313 
0322 
0434 
0905 
1939 
0151 
0800 
1746 
1941 
2013 
1038 
1143 
1524 
1552 
1552 
1947 
2202 
1000 
1151 
1342 
1644 
2145 
2222 
1717 
1742 
1636 
1947 
COR 
IhI P 
1- 
1- 
1- 
1- 
2- 
1- 
1- 
1- 
1- 
1- 
1- 
1- 
1 
1- 
1- 
1- 
1- 
1 
1- 
1- 
1- 
1- 
1- 
1- 
1 
1- 
1 
AREA 
SQ DEG 
: 7
1.5 
1.5 
- 
8.6 
1.5 
1.0 
.8 
.3 
.4 
3.5 
1.4' 
2.8 
2.4 
.4 
.6 
.5 
1.8 
2.0 
1.3 
.6 
2.6 
.7 
1.4 
2.6 
- 
4.6 
MEAN 
U T  
18s 
16s 
16s 
17s 
16s 
13s 
14s 
18s 
12s 
16s 
17s 
19s 
10s 
13s 
12s 
15s 
11s 
16s 
15s 
14s 
15s 
13s 
15s 
12s 
16s 
15s 
11s 
CMD 
41E 
45E 
44E 
45E 
39E 
48E 
42E 
44 E 
33E 
41E 
32E 
29 E 
25E 
25E 
23E 
28E 
20 E 
17E 
11E 
18E 
07E 
11E 
04 E 
01w 
03w 
01w 
04W 
59 
Tablel2 (continued) 
FLARE FIRST LAST COR AREA 
NO. YR MO DA BEG END 3MP SQDEG 
5402  58 01 12  0630  065 1 2.9 
5403 11 1236  1848  1-  2.2.
5410 I t  1424  1527 1- 1.4 
5411 
5417 
5439 
5444 
5446 
5450 
5454 
5457 
5460 
5462 
5465 
5468 
54 70 
5472 
5473 
5476 
5478 
5481 
5485 
5489 
5490 
58 01 13 
I t  
11 
58 01 14 
f f  
1 s  
11 11 
t r  
I1 
58  01  1
11 
I t  
11 
11 
I 1  
II 
1443 
1927 
2037 
2215 
2232 
0034 
0140 
0230 
0301 
0543 
09 55 
1351 
1540 
2142 
0056 
0500 
0747 
1017 
1640 
2056 
2106 
1453 
1935 
2047 
2232 
2241 
0041 
0148 
0238 
0306 
0608 
1010 
1400 
1755 
2215 
0106 
0641 
0755 
1032 
1757 
2102 
2118 
1- 
1- 
1- 
1- 
1- 
1- 
1- 
1- 
1- 
1- 
1- 
1- 
It 
1 
1 
1 
1- 
1 
3- 
1- 
1 
.4 
. 6  
1.1 
.6 
.6 
.4 
.4 
.6 
.6 
- . 6  
- 
1.5 
3.6 
1.8 
.5 
3.4 
1.3 
1.6 
8.5 
.8 
.6 
MEAN 
U T  CMD 
18s 09W 
16s 15W 
11s 12w 
18s HW. 
17s 16W 
11s 40W 
11s 41W 
14s 42W 
15s 43W 
15s 43W 
16s 52W 
15s 44W 
14s 44W 
15s 44W 
13s 41W 
16s 43W 
18s 42W 
11s 58W 
13s 53'd 
13s 55W 
13s 54W 
14s 58W 
12s 65W 
10s 66W 
8 . . 
8 8 8 
e 8 
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FLARE 
NO. 
5890 
5900 
5908 
59  13 
5916 
5926 
5932 
5934 
5985 
599  7 
6003 
6006 
5896 
5916 
5937 
5938 
5958 
5902 
5909 
5915 
59 28 
5946 
a 
a 
YR 
58 
58 
58 
58 
58 
58 
58 
58 
58 
58 
58 
58 
58 
MO 
02 
02 
I t  
11 
I t  
02 
11 
11 
02 
02 
02 
11 
02 
02 
02 
02 
02 
02 
t t  
I 1  
02 
11 
DA 
09 
10 
11 
13 
14 
15 
09 
10 
11 
11 
12 
10 
11 
Table U(continued) 
FIRST 
BEG 
1330 
0834 
1256 
1540 
,1900 
0745 
0915 
0941 
io18 
1223 
0158 
0711 
2108 
1900 
1319 
1342 
0937 
0917 
1320 
19 00 
0820 
2237 
. 
a 
a 
LAST 
END 
1501 
0845 
- 
1617 
1907 
0817 
09  19 
1035 
1110 
1231 
0216 
0732 
2302 
1907 
1342 
1542 
1012 
0918 
1411 
2030 
0836 
224 7 
COR 
IMP 
1+ 
1- 
1- 
1- 
1- 
1- 
1- 
1- 
1+ 
1- 
1 
1 
2 
1- 
1- 
1+ 
1+ 
1- 
2- 
1+ 
1 
- 
. 
a 
e 
AREA 
SQ DEG 
6.7  
- 
- 
2.0 
. 4  
1.9 
.6 
.9 
3.8 
. 7  
- 
.8 
13.5 
.4 
1.0 
5.4 
4.9 
- 
3.5 
3.1 
. 4  
.8 
MEAN 
LAT 
20s 
22s 
21s 
22s 
17s 
20s 
17s 
19s 
18s 
16s 
15s 
22s 
11s 
17s 
23s 
22s 
21s 
13s 
13s 
12s 
13s 
18s 
0 
e 
CMD 
01w 
08W 
11w 
14W 
23W 
25W 
38W 
46W 
49 w 
57w  
67W 
72W 
15W 
23W 
25W 
27W 
35w 
69W 
65W 
64W 
80W 
86W 
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men f W l  time t o   t h e   t a s k  of collating, coding and keypunching astrophysi- 
ca l  da t a  as t h i s  n i g h t  r e l a t e  t o  s o l a r  flares. This work is  i n  conjunction 
with that of Nat iona l   Weau of Standards and information is being drawn 
f'ron observatories here and abroad. It WES an t i c ipa t ed  tha t  t h i s  informa- 
t i o n  wil be avai lable  in  about  s ix  month's time. However, u n t i l  then, 
Dr. Ward p re fe r r ed  to  keep these data undisclosed and undisturbed. A t  
h i s  suggestion, and a t  the suggestion of Dr. W a r w i c k ,  contact was made 
with Dr. R. Howard of the Mount Wilson-Palmar observataries. 
A meeting with Dr .  Howard revealed that although a considerable number 
of measaremefits =e currently being taker, ofi the  magnetic field s t rength 
i n   t h e   v i c i n i t y  of so la r  ac t iv i ty ,  the  resu l t ing  da ta  i s  not considered 
t o  provide a suf f ic ien t ly   va l id  data base i n  view of gaps and inaccuracies. 
A review was made of the suggested data reduction technique i n  which infoma- 
t ion  der ived from I G Y  Solar Activity Eeport Series #X!, dated 25 June 1960, 
"Mcblath-Hulbert Observatory Working, L i s t  of IGY Flares" by Helen W. Ddson 
and.E. Ruth Hedeman, was used i n  conjunction with the CRPL-F Par t  B solar- 
geophysical data i n  an e f f o r t   t o  provide a consistent tabulation of plages 
i n  terms of their  individual  his tory.  That is, the former l i s t ing  provides  
an ident i f icat ion of each flare together with i t s  McNath plage number. The 
l a t t e r   p rav ides , an   i den t i f i ca t ion  of the previous McMath plage number on 
the l is ted plages. The hope was to  sepa ra t e  p l ages  in  terms of their  chronol- 
ogy and ident i fy  each s e t  of plages as per t a in ing   t o  the  same "underlying 
source of act ivi ty" .  This attempt a t  generating a data base failed primarily 
b e c a x e  of the  incomplete l i s t i n g  of p lages   in   the  la t ter  reference and un- 
certzinty associated with the previous plage in a number of cases. F'urther, 
the supervening C f f i c x l t y  of 14-day gaps in   t he  data makes t h i s  an unlikely 
base f o r  meaningful prediction of.flare ac t iv i ty .  
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Dr. Harard suggested that a complete and valid data base can be 
obtained in terms of the number of sunspots, as l i s t e d   i n  "The Sunspot- 
Act iv i ty  in  the  Years 1610-196~" by Prof. M. 17aldmeier. In  par t icu lar ,  
he s u g e s t e d   t h a t  an attempt be made to   p red ic t   t he   da i ly  sunspot r e l a -  
t i v e  numbers over recent years as well as the Molf number f o r   t h e  solar 
disk once every half-rotation and once every rotat ion.  In  this  manner, 
t h e  data would7have less and less redundancy and should, .therefore, 
becone more and more difficult to  p red ic t .  The prediction itself should 
revea l   the  obvious cycles and might indeed provide additional insight. 
Data for   the   years  1957 and 1958 was analyzed i n  terms of t h e  dis- 
t r i bu t ion  of t he   da i ly  number of sunspots and t h e i r  first differences. 
These d is t r ibu t ions  were then par t i t ioned into eight  almost equally 
probable sections, these being 0, 131, 152, 169, 186, .205, 226, 252, 
and + 00 fo r  t he  da i ly  number and -00) -24, -12, -6, 0, +6, -l2, -24, and 
+ - fo r  t he  first differences. A magnitude of the difference error-cost  
matrix was used with growth of experience permitted for each prediction. 
A penal ty   per   s ta te  of 0.05 permltted only one state prediction machines 
t o  evolve. Decreasing the penal ty  to  0.01 resu l ted  in  more expl ic i t  
descriptions of the apparent logic within the data base. I n  the next 
experiment 35.5% of the first l l 0  predictions were correct and 76.4% of 
these were correct within one symbol, these predictions being made by 
machines of increasing complexity ending i n  a 12 state predictor-machine. 
Tnis'experimect was reseated but with an increase i n  the length of the  
i n i t i a l   r e c a l l   t o  150 synbols. This resul ted in  the evolut ion of a 13 
state machine i n   t h e  first 40 predictions with 355 of these being correct, 
87.5% being correct within one  symbol. A repeat of t h i s  experiment with 
a change of the random number basis of nutat ion  resul ted i n  a similar 
13 state predictor-machine and a score of 27.5$ correct, 72.5% of these 
predictions were correct within one symbol. For the.sake of comparison 
t h i s  same environment was given t o  the Markov prediction program. After 
150 predict ions the following scores w e r e  at tained: 0.245, 0.231, 0.400, 
0.433,  0.388, 0.390, 0.371, and 0.411. The first two of these scores 
were generated by presuming the  environment t o  be a zeroth-order Markov 
provess. In  the first of these each prediction corresponded t o  the symbol 
having highest marginal probability. The second score was generated i n  a 
similar manner but with prediction deferred i n  cases of equal  probabili ty 
of two or more symbols. The third pa i r  of scores are generated under the  
presumption tha t  the environment i s  a f i rs t -order  Markov process, the 
second of these being the result of "conservative". prediction. The t h i r d  
p a i r  were generated under the presumption of a second order Markov process 
while the last pa i r  was generated by presuming tha t  a t  each point  in  t ine 
the  environment is of that  order  which has thus far exhibi ted ' the highest  
score over the zeroth-, first-, and second-order  presumptions. Comparison 
of the scores appears t o   i n d i c a t e  that  the evolutionary program had dis- 
covered s m e  of t he  low order dependencies within the data but did not 
prove superior to   cons is ten t ly   p red ic t ing  on the basis of t h e  best Markov 
presumption. 
Turning a t t e n t h n   t o   t h e  first difference data base, with an i n i t i a l  
r e c a l l  of 40 synbols and a penalty of 0.01 complex machines of 26 states 
evolved but with l i t t l e  success, the percent correct score being 7.65% 
a?d 22.b$ correct within one symbol. Such scores do not look too bad i n  
comgariscn to  those  produced by the  Pfarkov program. After  the first 150 
predictions these scores were 0.164, 0.168, 0.145, 0.129, 0.151, 0.180, 
0.108 and 0.100, these being given in the same order as above. 
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A new environment was then formed by placing the coded number of sunspots 
for  the first day of each month i n  sequence. Using a penalty per s t a t e  of 
0.01 resulted  in  the  evolution of a 22 s ta te  machine a f te r   the  first 110 
predictions. , A t  this point  the  percent  correct had reached 24.55 and the 
percent correct within one symbol had reached 47.%. In  comparison the Markov 
program produced the scores 0.164, 0.164, 0.278, 0.329, 0.272, 0.247 and 0.284 
after the first 150.predictions. "his environment was then converted t o  first 
differences  yielding 20.94: correct prediction and 41.w correct within one 
symbol. Recognizing that the first day of each month. i s  a rather imperfect 
measure of the monthly activity  level,   at tention was turned t o  predicting 
the sequence of monthly average number of sunspots. Here the evolutionary 
program produced an 18 s ta te  predictor-machine ef ter   the  first ll0 predic- 
t ions and a score of 26.4% correct, 66.34'0 correct within one  symbol. By 
way  of comparison the bmkov program produced 0.218, 0.218, 0.398, -0.375, 
0.447, 0.432, 0.423, and 0.388 against the above stated presumptions. 
In general then these experiments tend t o  demonstrate that   there  are no 
significant short term dependencies within the sunspot ac t iv i ty  as measured 
on a daily or monthly basis. These same experiments a lso  indicate that there 
i s  no short term periodicity within these same data. A t  th is  point  it is  
important t o   r a i s e  a caveat: the data as analyzed by the programs was encoded 
according t o  a rather reasonable but otherwise arbitrary  rule. .  .maximize the 
information content i n  the 8-spbo1 sequence of symbols ( a t  least at the 
marginal level.). If caplex physical dependencies exist within the source 
of the data some other rule m i g h t  well be required. Further, the encoding is  
based upon on ly  the sample or  real-world data upon which analysis was per- 
fo-med. Taking a broader picture might well afford a new and worthwhile bias. 
Then too, the data themselves were based upon a reasonable but otherwise arbi- 
t r a ry  dictum which combines the  observed number of spots and their   area  into 
a single measure. 
Even with these difficulties clearly  defined it appeared reasonable 
t o  proceed t o  develop a &-symbol evolutionary program i n  the  hope that 
with the added precision it might be possible t o   f i n d  some otherwise un- 
expected dependencies.. Progress was made i n  this d i r e c t i o n   u n t i l  some 
recent work by P. D. Jose was brought t o  our attention. In  his  paper 
en t i t l ed  "Sun's Motion and Sunspots" Dr. Jose demonstrates a strong cor- 
respondence between solar a c t i v i t y  as measured i n  terms of Wolf number and 
the  g rav i t a t iona l  f i e ld  on the surface of the sun. For example, he states 
tha t  the period determined from mechanical  considerations is 178.7" years, 
d= 0.34 while the period determined from sunspot a c t i v i t y  is 178.55 years, 
d=  1.05. Certainly t h i s  is  a strong demonstration of gross correlation. 
It would appear unreasonable t o  expect an evolutionary program t o  f ind  
the long term dependencies i n  view of the shortness of the sample with 
r e s p e c t   t o  t h i s  period. A t  the. other extreme dependencies may exis t  within 
the data but these might best  be 'Tound through a search for   causa l   re la t ions  
which relate  var ious physical  parameters. A t  t h i s  poin t  in  time such data 
is  not available although a project is  current ly  underway a t  AFCRC (under 
the direct ion of Dr. F. Ward) which is  intended t o  draw together all avail- 
able  data  i n  t h i s  regard. With such data  in hand and with the kind of informa- 
t i on  which will be received  fron 8 solar  proSe it may be more meaningful t o  
once again attempt t o  develop a more extensive evolutionary program fo r  
analysis of data. 
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Dr. Fred Ward of AFCRL indicated thzt h i s  group i s  nearing comple- 
t i on  of the first phese of t h e i r  task...the compilation of all f l a r e  
data for  the  years  1955 through 1964. These data  w i l l  be ready i n  about 
a month i n   t h e  form of a magnetic tape containing some 80 t o  90 thousand 
f l a r e s  by time, area, and importance. Every e f f o r t  is  being made t o  
correct  the areas reported for each f l a r e   bu t  no ef for t  is being made 
t o  cor rec t  the  importance s ince these are  def ined in  terms of the  area. 
I n  D r .  Ward's opinion,  only  the.  corrected area data   has  any real va l id i ty .  
I n   t h e  months which w i l l  follow, the data base wiu be increased t o  in- 
clude plages, active regions, magnetic  measurements, and sunspots. This 
more complete data base should be ready i n  about six months. 
-
Conclusion 
Evolutionzl-y programing offers a versa t i le  mems fo r  the prediction 
and analysis of time ser ies .  I r , i t ia l  effor t  under this contract was devoted 
to  the  preparation of a? evolr.tio?ary propam suitable for  prediction of 
environments which ere described i n  terms of up t o  eight different symbols. 
With t h i s  pro(5rw, debugged ar-d fiocm.ented experiments were conducted t o  
evaluate its caoabili ty in term of predicting environnents of increasing 
diff icul ty .  Tne first  series of eqeriments concerned  environments which 
consisted af an a r b i t r a r y  repeti t ive 8-sp301 length sequence disturbed by 
increasing levels of different kinds of noise. In fact, in one case the 
noise vas perrnitted t o  become s o  severe as t o  ccxcletely obscure the repe- 
t i t ive  s igna l  except for  i t s  probsbilist ic shadow. But even i n  such a case 
s ignif icant   pedict ion was accozslishe5 and the predictor-machines identified 
the remaining shadow. 
The next series of e:,Terirnents were conducted against stochastic en- 
vironments of increasing order of  degendency. It soon became evident that 
slthough the ,iz?licit mnory of f in i te -s ta te  machines can contribute to 
successful prediction of higher-orfiered F!arkov processes, the liritation of 
explicit  memory to   the  first conditional dcp.?ndency served as  a fundamental 
constraint. A predicting technique has been developed vhich provides extended 
memory to   thn  evolvirig org;anis?- so  :he‘; it nay p r c c  suitable for the nredic- 
t i o n  of any finite-ordered b1arko-J process within the available size of the 
alpk5e:. !:ore specifically, the ?recoding consists of identifying each 
fixe2 lent”;l-;  c-.reriap-,ing sub-scqdence of the inco.xing date  with unique 
new alphabet. 
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Having ?net with success i n   t h i s  regard atkention I.72.S turned t o   t h e  
prediction of nonstationary environments. For the sdce of having en avail- 
able point of congarison environnents were constructed which were deter- 
m2nisticalI.y generated but did appear t o  be nonstationary when -examined i n  
terms of their  statist ical  properties.  In si tuations wherein t h i s  non- 
stationarity consisted of a gradual trend the prediction achieved consider- 
able success through growth of the recall .  Since then further related ex- 
perinen'h have been performed i n  which the envirormen-l; proceeded i n  a sta- 
tionary fashion until some point a t  vhich it grossly changed i ts  properties 
t o  those of a new stationary process. For such environments it is  well t o  
linl-i t  the  rece l l  and a t  the s a w  ';:re e:.';ecd the nex:ory of the evolving 
automata. Ihch renelns t o  be de'xrmineci concerning these  parameters. Beyond 
t h i s  point a number of eq~eri~:lents vere conducted vhich demonstrated the capabil- 
i t y  of the evolutionary p r o g a r  f o r  the prediction of nult ivariate environments. 
With these results 2s  sufficient justif ication, attention was turned to   t he  
p"ediction of real-world data. The magnitude and tem2oral order of solar 
f la res  were coded into an Z-symiml 1ang.12ge end yed ic t ed  with a score 
s l ight ly  higher than that  which vas accoylished by predicting the sm.e data 
under the assmgtion of individual low-order I.:arkov properties. Unfortunntel;-, 
the  l a rge  f la res  were so rare in the data base as  t o  preclude their predlcticjn 
t e t h  any significank confidence. RecogpitFor! of'the seed Cor greater specificiLy 
of t ine  of occurrence dictated a fresh orientation in the data base. Obviousl;., 
par t i t ion of the data base by locale on the  solar disk might increase the Fre- 
c',ic.Sah'ilit;. of sig1ificzr.t eve7:ts t i r c : ~ ~  the rechction of irrelevznt data 
within the dat2 base. A re7;iel: of the li$erShr? revealed E r?m.ber of significal:'; 
d i f f icdl t iee .  Firs t ,  h21f of the data concerning solar activity is zissing 
(presently unobservable). This introduces further defects in the data in that 
nlages  vhich p2ss beyond t h e   r i x  cvlnot ~ L I . I E ~ S  be identified with certainty 
LO tl:e!-y re5-22. AX etteqjt ,  -,,zs r.25.e '0 senel-c;e i ;k<e ar.d f1z-C: Csta i n  
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terms of l i f e  span. It was hoped that t h i s  procedure would permit construc- 
t ing  a data  base comprised of flares or plsges which were born while under 
observation (thus separating the phvsics of b i r t h  from tha t  of later growth 
decay and burnout). Unfortunately, the data base was insufficient for 
accomplishing th i s .  An a t t e q t  was  made t o  examine correlative parameters 
such as type and area of sunspots, magnetic f ie ld  strength, position, etc. 
But here again difficulty was encountered in   f inding an internally consistent 
data base. 
This problem was revieved with a number of spec ia l i s t s   i n   t he   f i e ld  of 
solar physics. A t  the suggestion of Dr. R.  €iow.rd of the Palmar - Mount 
Wilson Observatory, attention was focused upon sunspot data as published 
by Waldmeier. These data provided an adequate time sequence, were single 
dimensional, and are presumed t o  be reasonably accurate. The data, classified 
in to  8-symbols i n  various ways ,  was predicted by the evolutionary program 
with results comparable t o  those obtained by assurning various low-orders of 
Markov dependency. 
A number of experiments were performed i n  t h i s  regard, both on the  
evolutionary progrm, and on a I4mltov prediction program. The results in- 
dicate that, no lar-order dependencies i n  the sequences of symbols which 
represented daily number, first difference of dai ly  number, first day of 
successtve months, average monthly number, and first difference of average 
non2d.y number of sunspots. The prediction capability of the evolutionary 
p r o p a ?  e2peared concprzable t o  that cf the  I.:arliOv program. Although any 
cyclic propertj-es w i t h i n  the i a t a  would be called out, by the evolutionary 
p r e d i c t i m p r o g a ,  none vas evrdenced. Of course, the fa i lure  of these 
eqerineaents to  yield s lgnif icant  resul ts  nay be due t o  use of an inappro- 
priate ezcoCir4 cf the real-world data, inadequacy of the  sample size, or  
I 
errors which r e s t  within the observed data as expressed i n  terms of Wolf 
number. Serious consideration was given t o  the possibil i ty of enlarging the 
evolutionary program t o  a 64-symbol alphabet  capability  until  recent work 
by P. D. Jose demonstrated a strong correlation between solar ac t iv i ty  and 
the gravitational force on the surface of the sun. For example, according 
t o  Jose  the  period determined from mechanical considerations is 178.77 years 
( d = 0.34) while the period determined from sunsaot act ivi ty  is 178.55 years 
( c= 1.05). With such strong evidence i n  hand it is  considered inappropriate 
t o  search  for hidden statist ic '& dependencies a t . a  leve l  of precision which 
promises t o  be well within the noise level of the encoding. Turning atten- 
t ion toward short term prediction would require a more adequate data base 
than i s  currently available. There is  a strong possibil i ty that  a currently 
active  project under the  direction of Dr. F. Ward (AF'CRC) will provide a firm 
data base for very short term prediction and analysis of solar activity.  The 
significant gaps 'in  current measureroents 1 ~ 1 1  have t o  ami t   the  advent of 
solar probes. 
, 
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ADDENDUM 
FORCASTING SOLAR ACTIVITY 
By U. I. Vitinskii 
"Prognozy  Solnechnoi  Aktivnosti."  Glavnaia  Astronomicheskaia 
Observatoriia,  Izdatelstvo  Akademii  Nauk  SSSR, 
Moskow , 1963 
NASA  Editor's  Note: 
work. Included  is  a  detailed  translation f Chapter 3, "Predictions of Mean 
Term  Solar  Activities, I t  as  well  as  the  "Conclusions. I t  The  contents of this 
Russian  document  are  outlined as a  matter of general  interest. 
This  addendum  consists  of  excerpks  taken  from  a  translation of   Russian 
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Chapter 3. Predictions  of Mean Term Solar Activities. 
1. General  Considerations 
. 
A s  already mentioned in the introduction predictions of mean term solar 
ac t iv i t i e s   sha l l  be meant to cover the  prediction of monthly and quarterly 
solar indexes, within which we shall here Limit ourselves to predicting sun- 
spot numbers. 
From Tables I and 111 in the Appendix itq can be seen that the quarterly, 
and especially the monthly, \!oU numbers are very variable quantities. As a 
result ,   the  task of predicting these numbers is s ignif icant ly   diff icul t  and 
in the case of fluctuating  solar  activity  the  predictions  are usually marked 
by considerable errors. 
Unlike the annual Wolf number, which can be predicted several years in 
advance, the monthly numbers of sunspots ( i f   the i r  smoothed values w e  not 
taken into account) can be predicted only one month in advance w i t h  the 
Dresent methods. The situation is  somewhat bet ter  with respect to quarterly 
Wolf numbers. However, a l l  methods for  mean-time prediction yield sufficiently 
high errors so that   the  probabili ty of these predictions is  lower than the 
predictions of annual numbers of sunspots. 
Since a number of methods for  predicting  quarterly and monthly Wolf 
numbers are based on the   ini t ia l   idea  of   the Mayot method we sha l l  start w i t h  
t h i s  very method, even though, s t r i c t l y  speaking, it was initially developed 
for  monthly number of sunspots and, therefore, it should be considered some- 
what later. 
We note, that Mayot's method was subsequently expanded to the annual 
Wolf' numbers but  the  probability of the given method, in t h i s  case, turned 
out to be so low tha t  it scarcely deserves any mention. 
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2. The  Mayot  Method 
B h i s  paper Mayot (1947) starts out with the assumption that  Wolf 
numbers fo r  a nm3er of years can be expressed i n  form of 
l l '( l)7= F(/)+ I?, (3.1) 
where F (t ) is the sum of trigonoraetic or exponential f7Inction6, and E a 
random quantity. 
In t h i s  case the quantities Wi can be expressed by the formulas which 
take on the form 
]Vi = a,lvi-l 4- aJ'l~i-2 + . . . + U i W O  + Ei,  
tlTit1 = ~ ~ 1 7 . ' ~  + aZlYi-1 + . . . + a;T'I'l+ E i + l ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  t (3.2) 14'" = ull~T~n-l +. u.'lY,,+2 +- . . . .+ U , ~ Y , - i  + E,. 
- "" 
Here, the coefficients al , . . , a. are. determined by the method of 
l ea s t  square e r ror  provided  the  condition  exists'  that 2 i s  a minimum. 
."2 1 
n 
k=i , 
Originally, the Mayot method was worked out  for smoothed monthly Wolf 
numbers which d i f f e r  from the observed numbers i n  that their   f luctuations  ere 
si@ificantly less noticeable.  For the h o r n  da ta  th i s  method gave a very 
s m a l l  standard  deviation of - + 1.9. However, when it is  used for  predictions 
the accuracy of the Mayot method decreases significantly. 
Since the suggested Mayot formula for  predicting smoothed monthly wolf 
numbers appears t o  be erroneous ,(Vitinskii, 1956a) we sha l l  not give it here. 
The correct formula w i l l  be given further on in  conjunction with the correspond- 
ing method for  preaicting smoothed monthly numbers of sunspots. 
Let us mention here one more circumstance. Mayot attempted to calculate 
the Wolf number for  the same month and obtained a standard deviation of + 9.2 
for  the numbers of sunspots for  the months of January between the years of 
1896 and 1944. However, here too, the error significantly increases when this 
- 
-is applied to predictions. Moreover, in this case, Mayot's basic premise is 
completely erroneous. !&e f ac t  is, that  the annual variation of Wolf numbers 
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i s  far from manifest in a l l  cycles, and a t  that,  it is so weak that it could 
hardly serve as a guide. 
As mentioned ear l ier ,  Moyot's method in   the case of quarterly and monthly 
Wolf numbers r e su l t s  i n  considerable errors. But even though these numbers 
may deviate to either  side by 20 to 25$, owing to the accidental variations 
of the coefficient k, as we she l l  see below, nevertheless these errors insure 
a sufficiently accurate prediction. Berefore, the application of the Mamt 
method to  the mean t e r m  predictions appears to be suff ic ient ly  ' justif ied.  As 
far as the  prediction of monthly number of sunspots is  concerned Mayot's 
method appears to be unique. 
32 Me~hodforPredict ing_~uarter ly  Wolf Numbers for the Following Quarter 
For the prediction of Quarterly Wolf numbers (for the following quarter) 
U. I. Vitinskii (1956b, 1960a, 1 9 6 1 ~ )  suggested the following three methods: 
The regression method, the Mayot method and the modified Mayot method. F i r s t  
l e t  us look a t  the Mayot method. A s  already mentioned in the preceding para- 
graph, in order t o  apply t h i s  method it is  f i r s t  necessary to solve the system 
of equationsshown in (3.2). Such a system can be solved only i f  the coeff ic ieats  
of standard equations are sufficiently well developed. merefore, it is 
expedient to use data which ends a f t e r  the period of the maximum of the  solar. 
cycle o r  near to it, since especially during this period the Wolf numbers are 
sufficiently  large and thus   cm ensure that   the  st.=ted condition w i l l  be fulf i l led.  
U. I. Vitinskii used the Zurich quarterly h o l f  numbers for   the y e a r s  of 1944 to 
1959. As a resul t  of solving the systems of equations (3.2), the following 
relationship was obtained which can be used in  predicting  quarterly Wolf numbers 
for the following quarter: 
11,=0.t)211;,-(-0.0',11',fO.2j11',-0.241,1',. 
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The data for  1945 to 1959 obtained with the aid of  the  relation (3.3) gave 
a standard'deviation  of - + 24 fo r  Gi = 106, t h a t  is, a relat ive standard 
deviation  of - + 24$. It should be mentioned, tha t   the  greatest deviations 
of calculated  quantities from the observed were associated w i t h  strong 
fluctuations of the Wolf numbers. In these cases the relat ive error  was es 
high as h7$. 
The modified Mayot method is also based on MayotS idea, but it di f fe rs  
from this  author's  ordinary method in   tha t  it does not use the  quarterly 
Wolf numbers themselves but rather  the  deviation of these numbers from an 
average curve. This method was applied w i t h  the goal t o  improve the develop- 
ment of  coefficients of standard equations when using Zurich data for   the 
years 1940 to 1955. 
The average curve for  Wolf numbers was obtained by the following methods. 
Let us assume that the average lengths of sunspots cycle is about .U y e a r s  
as is apparent from observations. For such a cycle it is possible to construct 
an average curve of annual numbers of sunspots using the formula by S t e w a r t  
and Panofski (1.10) with the coefficients a = +7.1832 and b = +l.2Ol3 per 
Gleissberg (1951a). It w i l l  be e q e d i e n t  t o  start  out here with the intensity 
of the cycle Wm = 100, that is  F = 0.3473. The quantity 0 i s  figured from the 
period of the minimum of the solar cycle. 
If we assume tha t  a and b are constant throughout al cycles, we can 
normalize such a curve for  any concrete cycle on the basis of the  ra t io  of 
i t s  intensity to Wm = 100. The intensity of the cycle w i l l  be determined as 
the average of three annual Wolf numbers taken during the year of the maximum, 
the year after, and the year a f te r  tha t .  The curve for the current cycle was 
constructed on the basis of predicted numbers w i t h  the aid of the method given 
in  Chapter 2. Figure 10 shows examples of such curves for the cycles 17, 18 
and 19. 
02 
Pnc. io. 
Solution of the system of equation of the form 
by the method of least, square \;e can obtain then the desired relationship 
for the prediction of the quantity AWi. Let us look a t  the solution of the 
system in the type (3.5 ) with 6 unhowns. The resu l t s  which w i l l  also give 
'fie values a w and n are omitted  since  they  are  negligibly small. 3 
3y knowing the corresponding quantity Wi, obtained from the average 
curve, we can obtain the desired quarterly Wolf number by the fonrmla 
The quarterly Wolf numbers for  the  years 1941 t o  1955 obtained with 
the equatiozls (3.6) and (3 .6a)  gave a standard deviation of + 20 for   the 
mean value of the quarterly number Wi = 61, that  is, a relative standard 
deviation of 2 33$. 
. -  
'&e modified Mayot method, as seen from the above numbers, g l ~ s  a 
re lat ively low accuracy. To a significant degree t h i s  is  due to the condition 
that the given method appears t o  be dual. On the one hand it i s  guided by 
the Stew&t-P&nofski curve which is  based on the very long-term predictions 
of the. current cycle. On the other hand it includes the predictions of 
the. disturbed part of A Wi. Since this is  the case, it must be expected 
that the accuracy of ,the given method is lower than any of the  other methods 
contained  within it. 
Speaking of the shortcomings of the modified Mayot method one must 
mention tha t  it also has the weak point that it i s  not possible t o  predict 
even nearly  accurately  the  quarterly numbers of sunspots during a period of 
strong fluctuations. 
The method of regression suggested by A. I. Olem (1954) for predicting 
amual Wolf numbers may be epplied with sufficient success, as demonstrated 
by the   s ta t i s t ica l  survey of the Zurich material for 19 incomplete solar 
cycles, and also for the quarterly values of t h i s  index. 
In order to  apply the method of regression it is  necessary t o  know 
fai.rly accurately the period of maximum and minimum of solar cycles. !&e 
netkods of predicting these values w i l l  be discussed in  Chapter 4, and 
therefore, we shail not dwell on them here. Let us onlymention that we are 
ent i re ly   sat isf ied when  we determine the periods of the extremes w i t h  an 
accuracy of one quarter. 
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Examination of the Zurich data  for an increasing portion of the 19 
solar cycles resulted in the following equations of regression as well as the 
corresponding coefficients r and the standard deviations u: 
r = $0.55 
r = +O.iO 
r= SO.81 
r = f 0 .71  
r =  - { “ X  
r = +0.92 
r = SO.90 
r = $0.9’1 
r= $0.91 
r = +O.O ’I 
r =  t O . 9 5  
r = t0 .97  
r==+0.97 . 
r = SO.96 
r = $0.90 
r = + O B  
r = $0.97 
(3.7) 
From equation (3.7) can be seen that predictions of quarterly Wolf 
numbers for the first four quarters cannot be considered sufficiently reliable.  
For all increasing  portions (T = - + 12 when ci = 49, i.e.,  the corresponding 
standard deviation i s  about + 24$. - 
Similarly, for the decreasing portion were obtained the following 
equations of regression: 
r = +O.OC, 
r = -10.93 
r = +0.90 
r =+O.S3 
r = +O.82 
r = +@.7S 
r = +O.Si 
r = +0.91 
r =,+0.92 
r = +0.92 
r = +O.‘iS 
r = +0.88 
r =.+O.SG 
r = +0.89 
r =I +0.90 
r = SO.84 
r = $-0.SG 
r = +O.Sl 
r = +O.S€i 
r = +0.9G 
r = +0.92 
r = -t0.92 
r = +OX3 
r = +O.SS 
= +O.SS 
I’ = +o.s3 
For the entire increasing portion a = + 14 when Ti = 52, that is the - 
relative stmdard deviation was equal to  + 27%. If we compare the accuracy 
of a l l  three methods, descri-bed above on the basis of hown data we find 
that   the  method of regression and the Mayot method result in less  errors 
than the modified Mayot method.  However, i f  we take into account the 
characterist ic of the Mayot method tha t  by changing over from actual data 
t o  predicted data the quantities  predicted by t h i s  method, become increasingly 
more erroneous, than we can assume that   the  most favorable method is the 
- 
method of regression. Unfortunately, for solar cycles with increasing portions 
of more than 17 quarters  or w i t h  decreasing portions of m r e  than 26 quarters 
one can use only the ordinary and modified Mayot method for  the corresponding 
quarters. 
Let us mention ye t  a technical detail which is related t o  a l l  the methods 
of predicting quarterly Wolf numbers for the following quarter. Since the 
predtction must be made a t  the end of the preceding quarter it i s  necessary 
t o  use the preliminary values of quarterly  relative numbers of sunspots 
for  83 to 84 days (out of 90 to 91). In general this has l i t t l e   e f f e c t  on 
the accuracy of the predictions except in the case of strong fluctuations of 
solar activity.  
FinaUy,at the present time it seems possible to obtain a judgement, on 
the  probability of predicting  quarterly Wolf numbers w i t h  the data already 
obtained and w i t h  the aid of the mdif ied Mayot method. The examination Of 
the material from the first quarter of 1956 to the third quarter of 1960 shows 
that  the  standard  deviation  for  this  period amounted t o  f. 27 when ci = 162, 
tha t  i s  (1  - 2 ) = 84%. This is significantly  greater  than  the  value 
( 1  - ) 106 obtained w i t h  hown data (67%). 
4. Method of Predicting Quarterly Wolf Numbers two Quarters in Admice 
wi 
W 
For many pract ical  purposes, especially  for  certain problems i n  geophysics 
and radiophysics, it is  very important to increase the short term predictions 
of quarterly Wolf numbers. A d i rec t  approach to  solving this question by way 
of multiple or  even dual predictions  leads to considerable error and therefore, 
can hardly be considered applicable. 
In the first s tep towards solving  this ,   le t  us narrow down the task 
t o  workitng out a method of predicting  querterly numbers of sunspot for  two 
quzrters in advance. To t h i s  end, we should use the follwoing quantities: 
ordinary semi-annual Wolf nmbers W’. semi-annual-Wolf numbers obtained by 
shifting the half-year one querter back, which subsequently will be called 
w i .  quarterly Wolf numbers e i ther  observed W or predicted Wi. 
i’ 
0 
i 
u. I. Vitinskii (1960g, 1 9 6 1 ~ )  proposed two epproaches for solving 
t h i s  problem. 
The f i r s t  approach consists  of mak-ing preliminary computations of the 
ord invy  and separate semi-annual Wolf numbers which, together with observed 
quarterly Wolf numbers w i l l  enable one to predict  quarterly numbers of sunspots 
for  two quarters in advance. For this the relationship can be used 
Here, in  the case of the quantit ies W! and Wl’ the indexes I and I1 designate 
respective half years and i n  the case of Wi and Wi the indexes I to I V  
designate the quarters of the corresponding year. 
1 1 
0 
The second approach consists i n  predicting ordinary and separate semi- 
m u a l  Kolf numbers as well as a_uarterly Wolf numbers, whereby a combination 
of these w i l l  give a means for  predicting  guarterly nunbers of sunspots with 
the ai6 of the relationship. 
As mentioned earlier, for  a similar type of prediction it is necessary 
to make preliminary computation of semi-annual WoU numbers. To t h i s  end, 
two methods can .be used: the method of regression, and the Wyot method. 
On the basis of examined Zurich data of 19 incomplete cycles the foliar- 
ing equations of regressions were obtained for  the  increasing &d decreasing 
portions  of.the  solar  cycle as well as the corresponding values of r and 0 
for  ordinary semi-annual, Wolf numbers: 
F = $0.59 
r & +OS1 
r = +O.S9 
r = SO.95 
r = $0.92 
. r = $0.96 
r = +O.S5 
r = 4-0.93 
r = +0.94 
r = +O.S4 
r == $0.96 
r = 4-0.95 
r = 3-0.92 
r = 4-0.89 
r = -t-O.SO 
r = 4-0.73 
r = -i-O.S9 
r = +0.91 
a =  +13 
o =  514 
o= 516 
o =  -+I4 
o= +17 
o= +14 
o= +IS 
o= 512 
CY= 5 1 5  
o= + I2  
u= - "10 
o =  " ' 9  
a = ?  0 
0?*10 
o==" G 
o= 512 
o e "  8 
o=-c_ 6 
Thk known data have on the increasing portion a standard deviation of 
+ 14 when ?: = 51, that is, a relative standard deviation of 2 27$. For the 
decreasing portion the standard deviation amounted to 10 when F; = 56, tha t  
is, the relative standard deviation equals + 1%. Let us mention that 
- 
- 
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according to the  relationship (3.ll), the  prediction  of W! for  the  first two 
half  years  of  the  increasing  portion  appears to be  unreliable. 
1 
For separate  semi-annual Wolf numbers,  based on the  same  material,  the 
following equations  of  regression  were  obtained  for  the  increasing and 
decreasing  portions  of  the solar cycle and the  corresponding  values of r and 
0: 
r = SO.3 
r = +OX1 
r = +0.93 
r == +0.94 
r = +0.06 
r = f0.95 
r = 4-0.95 
r = SO.% 
r = +O.SO 
r = +0.96 
r = +0.93 
r = -10.92 
r = $0.92 
r = +O.SS 
r == +O.S3 
r -4-0.9 ’I 
r = +O.St 
r =‘+OS0 
I’= +0.91 
v 
r = -;@.9i 
r = {-0.94 
(3.13) 
In t h i s  case the standard deviation for the increasing portion was 2 13 
for  ?' = 51, tha t  is, the relative standard deviations amounted to 2 25$. 
For the decreasing portion the standard deviation was equal t o .  & ll fo r  
qy = 52 which corresponds to relative standard deviation of 2 2l$. The pre- 
diction for the first separate half year of the increasing portion i s  
unreliable as can be seen from the relationship (3.13). 
i 
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In the  application of the Mayot method we used ordinary and separate 
semi-annual Wolf numbers of the Zurich series  for  the year of 1935 to 1959. 
In both  cases  this  material gave sufficiently  well developed coefficients 
for the standard equations. 
For the prediction of ordinary semi-annual numbers of sunspots the 
following relationship c m  be used: 
The data obtained by this formula gave a standard deviation of 2 19 for 
r: = 82, tha t  is, a relative standard deviation of about 2 2346. 
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For determining the separate semi-annual Wolf numbers with the aid of 
the Mayot method the followinq relationship was obtained. 
ll'i== O.!~lIl ' ,  -1 0.GnIl'; - 0.3iIV''- 0.23Tf';. (3.16) 
In t h i s  case the standard deviation m u t e d   t o  + 21 for  F'' = 80 which 
amounted t o  a stdndard deviation of 2 26$. 
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From the above it can be tha t  there a:'? ei&-t nethock which can 
be used for  predicting  the  quarterly Wolf numbers for  two quarters i n  
advance : 
1 )  The  method for regression for ordinary and separate semi-annual Wolf' 
numbers by using the formulas (3.9), (3.U), (3.12), (3.13) and (3.14); 
The Mayot method for ordinary and separate semi-annual Wolf numbers 
by using the formulas (3.9), (3.15), (3.16); 
The method of regression for ordinary and separate semi-annual numbers 
and the modified Mayot method for  quarterly Wolf numbers by using the 
formulas  (3-10),  (3*11), (3*12), (3*13), (3*14), (3.6) and ( 3 - h ) ;  
Method of regression for ordinary and separate semi-annual Wolf 
numbers and Mayot method for  quarterly Wolf numbers by using  the 
formulas  (3*10), (3-lJ-)r (3*=), (3-131, (3.14) and (3.3); 
Method of regression for ordinary and separate semi-annual Wolf numbers 
and the method of regression  for  quarterly Wolf numbers with the use 
of the formulas (3*10), ( 3 - U ) r  (3-12), (3=13) ,  (3.14), (3.7) and (3.8); 
The Mayot method for ordinary and separate semi-annual Wolf numbers 
and modified Mayot method for  quarterly Wolf numbers with the  use of 
the formulas (3.10), (3.15), (3.16), (3.6) and (3.6a); 
The Mayot method for  ordinary and separate semi-annual -Wolf numbers 
and the Mayot method for  quarterly Wolf numbers by using the formulas 
(3.101, (3.151, (3.161, (3-3); 
The Yfyot method for ordinary and separate semi-annual Wolf numbers 
and the method of regression for quarterly Wolf numbers with the use 
of the formulas  (3.10), (3.15), (3.16), (3.7) and (3.8). 
Each of these methods has i ts  own merits and shortcomings. Above  all 
it should be noted tha t  methods 3 ,  4 and 5 give much smaller errors than the 
remaining methods. Acutally, the known data for 1945 to 1959 gave the 
following standard deviations u and corresponding probability: 
(1 - +-) 1 O"O/O. 
(1 4 )  I r W ,  
1) f3G GG%: 
F3l 
+ 44 55 
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m e  methods 1, 3, 4, and 5 are based on the method of regression 
which can only be used for  specific  intervals of time from the period of 
minimum and a period of maximum of the solar cycle (corresponding to 4.5 
years and 6 years). This led to the fact  that  with the aid of the mentioned 
method the known data from the fourth quarter of 1953 to the.fourth  quarter 
of 1954 could not be used. 
One-other very important circumstance regarding the method of regression 
must be mentioned. In  order to be able t o  use t h i s  method it is necessary 
t o  know beforehand the periods of the extremes of the solar cycle. The 
method developed to date, which w i l l  be described i n  Chapters 4 and 5 ,  in 
each case allows one to determine t h i s  period within an accuracy of half 
year. 
The method of regression is  much less  sensit ive to strong fluctuations 
than the Mayot method, as can easi ly  be seen by comparing the respective 
relationships. 
The shortcomings of the Mayot method have already been mentioned ear l ie r .  
Let us dwell on another shortcoming of the modified Mayot method which makes 
i t s e l f   f e l t   e spec ia l ly  when combined. with the Nayot method for  semi-annual 
Wolf numbers. Generaly, the quarterly numbers of spots a t  the very beginning 
of the increasing portion of the solar cycle are higher when calculating by 
t h i s  method which causes the predicted quarterly numbers .for two q d e r s  in 
advance, obtained by the method no. 1, t o  be significantly lower. In t h i s  
case as a very rough approximation a correction of & could be introduced 
in  the first two years of the cycle. However, it should be mentioned tha t  
this  is a very rough method even though it decreases the standard deviation 
from 2 38 to.+ 26. - 
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Since the Mayot method gives greater errors  than the method of 
regression, naturally, more emphzsis was put on methods 1, 3, 4 and 5 
which are based on the method of regression. In order to increase the 
accuracy of quarterly Wolf numbers for  two quarters i n  advance it. is 
necessary to take the average values obtained w i t h  various method, whereby 
quantities calculated by methods 1, 3, 4 and 5 w i l l  be assigned category 
2 and the remaining quantit ies assigned category 1. This approach, as 
was i l lus t ra ted  by the lmown data for the period of 1945 to 1959, s ignif i -  
cantly decreased the errors. The standard deviations of the predicted 
quarterly Wolf numbers, averaged by the stated method, was 5 25 when 
F. = 98, which means that  the  probabili ty of the known data was equal to 
75%. This figure was ent i re ly  adequate i f  one considers that with the 
methods of predicting  quarterly Wolf numbers for  the  following  quarter gave 
resul ts  having practically the same probability, As far as the basic short- 
1 
comings are concerned, the large errors of predictions made during the periods 
of strong  fluctuations  also  .applies i n  t h i s  case. 
5. Method of Predicting Smoothed  Monthly Wolf Numbers 
As mentioned already in  Section 2 of this Chapter the  prediction of 
smoothed monthly Wolf number was first developed by Mayot (1947). Based on 
the same material as tha t  used by Mayot (1931 t o  1944) U. I. Vitinskii 
obtained in place of Mayot's erroneous formula the following relationship 
for prediction of the average monthly Wolf numbers, Wi, for  the following 
month : . 
IT-; = @.WIT4 + I .??IT-, -- '1 . i @ I - F 2  + Q.~oIT, .  (3.17) 
From the known data for these years a + 1.9 standard deviation was - 
obtained with the a id  of equation (3.17). Such a s m a l l  error  makes t h i s  
method very attractive.  However, awing to the characterist ics of caleulating 
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smoothed numbers of spots we are immediately faced with a great  difficulty.  
We know that   the W .  numbers are generally determined with the aid of 
1 
equation (2) of the Introduction. As can be seen from this equation it is 
not  possibie to find smoothed monthly Wolf numbers mre than six months i n  
advance to a t  any given moment. If all these values are predicted successively 
by the Mayot method then in the final resul t   the   errors  will increase to 
such an extent  that   the advantages (with respect to its accuracy) offered by 
t h i s  method is  practically reduced to zero. I n  order to bypass this d i f f icu l ty  
U. I. Vitinskii (1952 ) suggested use of the relationship between the observed 
and smoothed monthly Wolf numbers. me  relationship is characterized by a 
coefficient of correlation of r = 4 .93  and the equation of regression; 
IT-, = 0.9s1ri + 2. (3.18) 
Undoubtedly, the given approach decreases the accuracy when predicting 
with the Mayot method, especially i n  case of solar  activity  f luctuations 
where the smoothed numbers of spots found by the relationship (3.18) may be 
noticeably higher. Nevertheless, in t h i s  case the errors are smaller than 
when using the other method suggested by Mayot for  Wolf numbers for  same- 
name -months. 
Let us mention yet another technical detail. In order to make predictions 
with the stated method, it i s  ent i re ly   suff ic ient   to  use preliminary monthly 
numbers of spots f r o m  23 to 27 days (out of 30 to 31 days). 
An examination of the data  for  the  period from January 1956 to October 
1959 showed that  the  application of the Mayot method for  predicting smoothed 
monthly Kolf numbers for  the following month gave a standard deviation of 
- + r( a t  an average value of Wi = 168, which corresponds to a mean probability 
of 84$, 
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We have already mentioned that  the  application  of  equation (3.18) 
can introduce false fluctuations into the prediction of smoothed numbers 
of spots. This can be seen clearly from Figure ll i n  which the solid- 
l i ne  curve represents the plot of smoothed monthly Wolf numbers fo r  1957 
t o  1958, computed on the basis of observed values, and the dotted-line 
curve shows the  plot  of numbers predicted with the Nayot method. 
In order to significantly counteract this shortcoming and, what is 
j u s t  as important, to get even shorter term predictions of smoothed monthly 
Wolf numbers, U. I. Vitinskii proposed a regression interpolation method 
which has the pleasant distinction of being simple and sufficiently accurate. 
Here i s  the description of t h i s  method. 
In the previous paragraph we described a method of regression  for 
ordinary and individual semi-annual Wolf numbers. The semi-annual numbers 
of spots can be considered as peculiar smoothed quantities insofar a6 they 
represent the average value of 6 monthly values of solar indexes we have used. 
Therefore these nmbers can be applied to   predict ing smoothed monthly Wolf 
numbers. By knowing the semi-annual Wolf numbers for  the first half of the 
given year (and relating it to  April)  and predicting it with the aid of the 
method of regression for  the second half year (and relat ing it to October) 
it is possible, by way of interpolation  to  obtain  predicted smoothed Wolf 
numbersar July, August, September and October of tha t  year. Similarly, 
with separately predicted and observed semi-annuti1 re lat ive numbers of 
spots we obtain predicted smoothed Wolf numbers fo r  October, November, 
December md January or   for  April, Yly, June, and July. .With ordinary semi- 
annual numbers it is possible to  obtain  the  values of the index examined by 
us for  January, February, March and April. 
Thus, t h e  application of the regression interpolation method permits 
us to predict smoothed monthly Wolf numbers, even under l ea s t  favorable 
cases, ( i n  February, May, August, and November) fo r  two months i n  advance 
and soroetimes even for  'four months in advance ( in  March, June, September, 
and December). In  t h i s  case the curve of the predicted smoothed monthly - 
numbers of spots i s  much f l a t t e r  than when using the Mayot method. This can 
be seen i n  Figure ll, where the numbers computed with the aid of the regression 
interpolation method are shown with  the dot-dash l ine.  
The known data for  the  period of January 1956 to  October 1959 obtained 
by t h i s  method gave a standard  deviation  of - + I2 at  a mean value of .Fi = 168, 
tha t  i s  a mean probability of 93$. In addition, i f  we take into account the 
fact   that   the  regression-inteqphtion method permits us to make even 
significantly  shorter  short-term  predictions of smoothed monthly Wolf numbers 
it becomes obvious tha t  t h i s  method is  more desirable than the Mayot method. 
Let us  discuss  the method of predicting smoothed monthly Wolf numbers 
to   the end of the current sol= cycle worked out by Iferrink (1958, 1959). 
This method is  based on Anderson's (1954) assumption that there  exists a 
169-year cycle of solar activity. The agreement with the Wolf numbers fo r  
the period of 1749 to 1785 an2 1918 to 1954 seems t o  be sufficiently precise. 
Star t ing out with th i s ,  Herrink compared smoothed mnthly numbers of 
spots at  the beginning of the increasing portion of the 4-th and the 19-th 
solar cycle whereby July 17% was taken to be the beginning of the fourth 
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cycle and April 1954 the beginning of the 19-th cycle. He obtained the 
following equation of regression: 
Here the indexes indicate the number of the 11-Far solax cycle. 
A prediction based on this formula gives a standard deviation equal 
only to - + 1.6. 
Striving  for even more accurate predictions, Herrink used the data 
from April 1954 to October 1958 and obtained a new equation of regression: 
This equation differs  very l i t t l e  from muation (3.19). Equation (3.20) 
can be used for  predicting smoothed monthly Wolf numbers t o  the end of the 
19-th cycle. 
In Table 10 are given the smoothed monthly Wolf nwnber predicted for 
1957 to 1958 by equation (3;lg)(p) and for 1959 to 1969 by equation (3.20). 
For the purpose of comparison the observed figures (n) for  1957 to 1958 
have also been given here. 
Table 10. Predicted Smoothed Monthly Wolf  Numbers fo r  the 19-th cycle 
(per Herrink). 
From Koovember 1966 Equation (3.20) gives negative values which Herrink 
substituted by zeros. 
With a l l  i t s  advantages the ,?errink method has t x o  significant short- 
comings : 
1. It is bzsed on the existence of the 1 6 9 - p ~  cycle but it b e s  not 
consider the established 86 to 90-year cycle sufficiently reliable. 
Owing to this,  it is not sufficiently flexible and, s t r i c t l y  s;?eaking, 
we should use it only for the lg-tn cycle, and tha t  not for  the entire 
cycle. 
2. Herrink's assumption that  the two decreasing portions of the 4-th &nd 
the 19-a cycle are equal i s  obviously arbitray. According t o  may 
papers the period of the minimm of the 20-th cycle is expected to 
occur not l a t e r  than 1966. Accoyding t o  A. 1. Olen (1960) it should 
f a l l  in 1965.2. Therefore, the quoted values for 1964, 1965. are 
obviously too high. 
Neverfieless, with slight modification the Herrink method can be used 
both for the predictior. of mcothea nonthly Wolf number as well 86 for  
predictions of quarterly Xolf Rumbers, nct only fcr the 19-th solar cycle 
but also for any other cycle of the solar activity, espccially for the 
extremely high intensity  cycles. 
-"" 6 .  hiethod of predicting " abbsertwl Ivionthly  Wolf  Xumbers 
A s  a l r e m  mectioned i n  t h e  Introduction the observed monthly Kolf 
numbers  Ere highly fluctuating qumtitles. Therefore, the predictiun of 
monthly numbers of spots, even one month in admce, represents a m r e  
complicated problem than long-term prediction of solar activity. This 
situation mekes it p c - d s s i b l e  to colisider Dredictions of these quantities 
with errors up to 25% entirely  satisfactory because rnonthly Wolf numbers 
cannot be determined w i t h i n  these limits. 
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The o ~ l y  methood by which monthly Wolf ;,umbers for  one nonth in  advance 
ca:? be pred.icted seem t o  be the iQ>rot method. Fy usi:ig the Zurich data 
for  1951 t o  1956 U. I. Vi%irxkii (1969a) obtained for the prediction of 
mor,thly relT..tive cumbers of spots the fol.iowing equation8 
The FIayot method gives the Geetest errors dming the period of strong 
fluctuations of Golar activity.  Therefore, i n  order to increase the accuracy 
of the predicted monthly Wolf nmbers it is  necessary t o  use certain 
a r t i f i c i a l  devices. Above a l l ,  one shculd note tha t  a t  the present time 
ve carmot precict e-en neerly reliably the beginning of strong fluctuations, 
not even within a quarter. Therefore, the Ppprcrxhes described below are 
mainly directed tovzrd foreseeing the duretior, of fluctuations. 
The exaninstion of s t z t i s t i c a l  material shows thst, with the exception 
of rare cases, after a sfisrp increase the solar activity begins to f a l l  
of f  in the mor,t.h folloving this increase. Therefore, in o. very rough 
approximition these irxreases ‘32n be disregarded and, instead, the values 
taken froE curvzs reflecting the general trend. of increasing or decreasing 
ac t iv i ty   i n  B giiren cycle can be used for predictions. 
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Second order aFproximations can be used fo r  examining the de-velop- 
meat or' long-lived grov.ps of sxspots since fluctuations of solar activity 
are often caused by such groups. m e  basic characteristics of the develop- 
ment of long-lived groups of smspots h&ve heeo already described in paragraph 
5 of Chapter 1. The application of these properties enables one to d e  
purely quantitive juagernents on tine rate of 8.ecrease of the   solar   act ivi ty  
for the riext revolution of the sun. 
Finally, one  more  irpproximntion can be performed. Tke active longitudzs 
contribute s i ~ ~ i f i c e n t l y  +d the fluctuations of sola? activity.  The stuciy 
of processes t&-Lng place a t  the active longitudes showed that they have a 
characteristic rhy-tlla of an average period of 4 to  5 rewlutf.ons of the sun 
(Vitinokii, Rubashev, 1957). Considering t h a t  a t  any given tL?e - interval, 
as a rule, one of the active longitudes diminishes, it w i l l  be possible to 
know with some degree of certainty when -the next fluctuation of solar activity 
might be eqected.  Ifowever, it is  necesgary to make one jmportant reservation. 
I n  the cited reference the active longitudes were conputed with indexes of 
areas of sunsgot groups which sometimes behave differcntly than the Wolf 
numbors. Therefore, the given resul ts  are  not. sufficiently reliable to be 
used for  prediction  if  we deal with Uolf numbers and not with areas. 
FiLally, a t  the present time there seems t o  be svaila'nle a method by 
which the probability of predicted monthly Wolf numbers for the following 
month, obt&ined with the eid cjf the Mayot method,  can  be judged. The examin- 
atioc of ckta for the period from July 1957 t o  September 1960 shows tha t   the  
standard deviatior, for  this period mounts to + 2?3 for  = 168, tha t  is 
(1 - 2 ) 100; = 83$. This is  a slightly higher probability than the one 
obtaized with kmwn dsta while from the  characterist ics of the Mayot method 
for smoothed Wolf number t h e  op-gosite C G d d  be expected. 
- i 
ri 
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kt us e l s o  mention tha t  2t the present time there does not  exist a 
possibility  of  obtaining a method which would permit predicting observed 
Wolf numbers evec two months in advance. 
7. hzlogg Method for  Fredict.ing Qusrterly Wolf Numbers 
A small modification of the Xerrink method, described in  Section 5 of 
th i s  chapter, makes it possible to predict quarterly Wolf numbers for  the 
whole decreasing portion of the current cycle. By virtue of earlier indicated 
shortconings of t h i s  method k-e shall be dealing with 8 sl ight ly   different  
i n i t i a l  cordition. We shall base t h i s  on the two folloying facts: 
1. Accordicg to Xmthakis (1959) one of the mst important characterist ics 
of the solar cycle appears to be the length of its increasing porkion 
and therefore, we shel l  start out first w i t h  this characterist ic;  
2. In most cases t h e  length of' the decreasicg portion of similar cycles 
d i f fe rs  from the length of t h i s  portion of the cycle under study. 
Therefore: i t s  length c m  be estimated only with the help of existing 
methods for predictiiiiig the period of minirmun of solar cycles. 
Since the rrethod suggested by U. I. Vitinskii (lg6M, 1 9 6 1 ~ )  is  pr inar i ly  
based on the choice of analogy cycle for a given cycle we shall subsequently 
re fer   to  it es the method of analogys. 
The selection of siE5lar cycles w i l l  be base6 on two c r i t e r i a :  Equal (or 
nearly equal) length of the increesing portion of the cycle under study or 
any given cycle and the closest relationship of the quarterly Wolf nmbers 
on the increasing portion of both cycles, this expressed in terms of the 
coefficient of correlation. It mist be mentioned here thet the eliovable 
difference cannot exceed one quarter i n  the  ra t io  of the period of growth of 
the cycle under study and any given cycle (during the period of increase). 
Even if a l l  obtained coefficients of correlations are high the cycle vith 
the highest coefficient r i s  selected. In the cases when  more than ofie 
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cycle has the same coefficient of cor re la t ion   a l l  of the cycles are used. 
f ie  application of t h i s  method and the enunciation of the i n i t i a l  
Herrink principles turn out t o  be entirely satisfactory.  Actuaily, If we 
start  out  with  the  ass-mption  that 3 169-year solar cycle exists then the 
17th and 18th Il-year cycles are supposed to be similar to the 2nd and 3rd 
cycles. However, as shown by U. I. Vitinskii the 17th cycle is similar to 
the 10th cycle and the 18th cycle is similar to  the 11th cycle. And what is 
inore, on the same basis the 4th and 13th cycle can be consdered to be similar 
to the 19th cycle. 
In  order to predict  quarterly Kolf numbers on the decreasing portion 
toward the end of the cycle, it i s  necessary t o  make a comparison of the 
numbers on the increasing portion of the given cycle and those of the 
similar cycle in order t o  develop equations of regression similar to those 
developed by Herrink for the smoothed monthly numbers of spots. The known 
data for  the decreasing portion of the 17th and 18th cycle, worked.out 
with the aid of equations of regressions obtained for these cycles, gave a 
probability of approximately 63 and 7%. Such a difference in probability 
can be explainei! by the fact  that  weaker cycles fluctuate more whereby the 
period of strong fluctuations of the different cycles seldom coincide within 
an accuracy of one quarter. 
On the basis o f  U. I. Vftinskii 's  rnzthod of analogy the following 
equation of regression was obtained for the 19th cycle: 
= 1 . m r ,  4- 2, (3.23) 
Eere the indices designate the number of the cycle. 
On the basis of known data for the period from the first quarter 1958 
to thi rd  quarter  1960 the application of formula (3.23) gave a re la t ive  
stmdard c?eviation of 1.7; znd the application of eo_ua+,ion (3.24) gave l6$. 
Insofar as both similar cycles used have approximately the sane character- 
i s t i c s ,  we took the average values predicted on the basis of these. This 
also seems advantageous because the fourth cycle distinguished itself by 
an abnomally long decreasing portion (contrast of the 13th cycle) and 
therefore, would cause an increase in the values predicted for the last 
years of the current cycle. The average of the known data for  the period 
of the first quarter 1,958 t o  the  third  quarter 1960 resuLted i n  a relative 
standard deviation of 15%. 
Our examination showed that with the analogy method it i s  possible t o  
predict quarterly Wolf numbers only for the decreasing portion. Since the 
decreasing portion ha6 many different  characteristics  than  the  increasing 
portion it might be useful from the behavior of the decreasing to itrrprove 
the zccuracy of predicted numbers by bringing  in  additional  data and 
recalculating thequation of regression. 
I f  we bring in the data for the decreasing portion of the 19th cycle 
through the 3rd quarter of 1960, we obtain the following equztion of regression; 
The difference between these equations and equation ( 3 . 2 3 ) ,  (3.24) i s  insign- 
ificant, but it i s  advarltageous t o  use then since they reflect the trend of 
the decrease in solar activity in the current cycle. 
Tzble 11 gives predicted quarterly Wolf numbers, which turn out ta be 
the averages of quantities ootained with equation (3.25) and (3 .26 )  for  the 
period of 4th quarter 1960 t o  1st quzrter 1965. The period of minimum of 
the 20th cycle turns out to be 1965.2, i n  agreement with A. I. Olem (1960). 
This data which was computed i n  a similar manner but  with  the  aid of equation 
(3.23) and (3.24), gives the quarterly numbers of spots for  the period of 
first quarter 1958 to   th i rd   quar te r  1960 . (p)  and their  deviations from 
observed Zurich quarterly. numbers (p-n). 
Table ll 
'Predicted  qwrterly Wolf numbers from 1958-1965 (per Vitinskii.) 
~ 
I 
I1 
I11 
Iv 
i- f 
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I e-' 1961 1962 ' 1963 1964 I 1965 
p-n ' j I 
+42 : 88 62 ' 67 38 21 I 
+1 I 86 87 / ' 5 2  ' i  38 ! 
-22 1 64 I 60 ' 37 I 35 
: 81 66 ; 39 j 40 j 
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It should be noted that the tabulated data for 1964 to 1965 obviously 
appear to be higher, since even the length of the decreasing portion of the 
13th cycle i s  greater than the predicted length of decreasing portion of 
the 19th cycle. 
Having reviewed the  basic  empirical-statistical methods f o r  long-term predictions 
of the Wolf numbers we come to the conclusion t h a t  t he   r e l i ab i l i t y  of the  resul ts  
obtained is  very far from tha t  desired. 
What are the possible roads along which solar  activity  predictions  could  be 
developed in the future? Firs t  of a l l ,  in order t o  solve this complicated problem 
it i s  necessary t o  have a complex approach. Even the most perfect theory on solar 
activity,  if we can imagine tha t  one could be developed in the future, w i l l  not be 
able to give completely reliable results.  A t  the present time there i s  not even 
a likeness nor even a sufficiently developed outline of such a theory. Therefore, 
the f i r s t  step m u s t  be t o  seek a way by which good results would be achieved even 
if unrelated theories on the physics of the sun would be applied. 
The methods s ta ted here have practically nothing to do with the morphology 
of solar activity. Nevertheless, the morphological approach to  the  problem of 
predicting solar activity could i n  our opinion give some insight. It WiJl be 
particularly important i n  developing the method for short term predictions. The 
morphological method c a l l s   f o r  examining the development of the. centers of ac t iv i ty  
t h a t  i s ,  all the layers of the solar atmosphere from top t o  bottom. Thanks t o  t h i s ,  
it w i l l  be possible t o  judge the future development of the activity responsible for 
sunspot formation by specific advanced changes in other layers of the solar 
atmosphere. In addition, by observing the radio emission of the sun i n  the centi- 
meter band it . w i l l  be possible to   ge t  a glance of the invisible solar hemisphere 
one or two days before the appearance of a group of sun spots on the eastern limb 
of the vis ible  hemisphere (Molchanov, 1459; Ilhsanova, 1960). Consequently, the 
application of t h i s  data will give one of the ways by which a short term solar 
activity  prediction  could be made. 
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The morphologfcal approach so far has been used l i t t l e   f o r  monthly predictions. 
If applied a t  all., it was used as   sor t  of a supplement t o  the   s ta t i s t ica l  method. 
I n  t h i s  sense, it would be very interesting to develop the morphological method 
f o r  monthly predictions  to such a degree tha t  it would be equal with the statistical 
method of Mayot, now in existence. 
A t  the present time the only mecans for  predicting solar activity (discounting 
the area of spots) seems t o  be the Wolf numbers, -:. I:. if we are not concerned with 
extremely long term predictions, it would be very valuable t o  develop a method of 
predictions in .Jhich different sclar activity indices would be used. It is goesible 
that paraUel predictions of different solar ixlices could be used t o  check the 
relia6iJ.ity, evec i f  not of a l l  then a t  l e a s t  of many, of the predicted quantities. 
Finally, the most important thing which would help predicting would be the 
development of a complete theory of solar activity.  It could serve main ly  as 
basis f o r  developing theoretical method for predicting solar indices. Even i f  the 
f i r s t  attempt made by €3. M. Rubashev -in 1954 did  not  yield  sufficiently good results,  
the very formilation of t h i s  type of problem i s  in itself very valuable. Let us 
hcpe tha t  Li the not too distant future scientists w i l l  unlock the basic mysteries 
of the sun: whet causes solar ac t iv i t ies  and what are  their  mechar-isms?  Not too 
long ago the hydrodynamic theory of solar  act ivi ty  by Bjerlmes (1926) seemed ent i re ly  
reliable.  Next appeared the Al'fev theory (1952) which ju s t  about completely 
repudiated' the Blerknes structure sLnd substituted in i t s  place the magnetohydro- 
dynamic mve. A t  tne present time we are witnessing the synthesis of these two 
directions which is  being reverberated in the Rpid development of magnetodyh- 
d,mamics. Tnis i s  not the place t o  6iscuss the many questions which have been 
posed or even been solved by th i s  young branch of physics and astrophysics. Lst us 
only mention tha t  a t  the present there i s  hardly a doubt t ha t  a fullfledged theory 
of solar ac t iv i ty  could be developed Inthout taking into account magnetic phenomena. 
or? the other hand, many sc i en t i s t  devote a l o t  of attention  to  studying  the 
characteristics of the differential  rotation of the sun and its connections with 
magnetic solar energy. 
In short, these are the basic ways by which problems of predicting solar 
ac t iv i t i e s  could be solved. Briefly stated, any s tudies  re la ted to  the act ivi t ies  
on the Sun, regardless of the direction they take, wil in one way or other help 
t o  solve t h i s  .most important question. 
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